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at an unnamed date.
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it.
objects
bright light
declared their operations the most
The wording of the indictments in
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military
assuring today
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day.
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from the main lines of Wavel of Senator Tillman, chairman of the the knowledge to themselves in orde
summary of local weather condi blows at other points along the front ter how determined the allied supreme City.
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hours ended 1st not yet clear.
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tions for the twenty-fou- r
n
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mum. 47: range. 35: temperature at e discussion todav was the brilliant quickly seized upon for a powerful named In the indictments.burned at the stake for their beliefs.
work of the marine detachments, now counter-thrus- t.
The seven individuals listed aro submarines will be able to do any se I hope, sink 'em all."
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Kansas Cily Youth Regains
Cape MayjN. J.. June 7. Nineteen Second Largest Crop in HisPboenlx, Ariz., June 7. The legissurvivors ot the .'orwegian,,steamer
lature started again almost at the be
Consciousness While Being Vinland,
tory of Country Predicted by ginning
sunk this morning by a Gertoday. The house having deman
miles off
submarine, forty-sithe senate council of defense
Dragged Away, Hits Adver- Cape May,
Department of Agriculture feated
wore landed here late this
bill, three new bills creating a stato
afternoon by a torpedo boat destroyer.
council of defense were Introduced,
Based
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Data.
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sary and Makes Escape,
The survivors ,all members
one in the senate and two in the
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What U:S. Is Doing

at Home to Combat

German Influence
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New York, Juno 1. Tho American
Steamship Argonaut was torpedoed
fcy a German submarine off i he Kcilly
Islands on June 0, according to a. cable
message received here yesterday ly
J.At the Geer Steamship company.
The Argonaut was a freighler of
4,634 tons, gross register mid was

formerly the German steamship
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from Page One.t
mlah O'Leary, fugitive Irish leader,
and six other persons.
Officials are reticent in regard to
the specific charges against those indicted, but they intimated that sensa-ttonfacts concerning the relations
between German and Irish leader:,
would develop.
O'Leary, it is said, knew of the
charges which the government
to make against him, and
fled Bhortly before he was railed foi
trial recently for publishing disloyal
matter in his magazine "Bull."
trian nationality, the remainder beThere were indications here that tho ing Germans.
indictments in New York might lie
followed by others both there and r. or N. PKOITSSORS
elsewhere in the United states.
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i
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Lincoln, Neb., June 7. Testimony
their own behulf was given by two
of Neprofessors of the University iUiainl-versitv's
braska today at the hearing
conductIs
board of regents
ing into charges by the state council
of defense that some of tho university
instructors have not proved themselves to be aggressive Americans.
Testifying in defense of himself.
Prof. '. K. Persinger declared he van
a hostile critic of the autocracy of the
German government. A short time
after the I'nited States entered the
war, he testified, he attempted to enlist in the I'nited States army but wis
rejected because of broken arches.
Prof. G. V. A. Duokey. whose attitude has been under erltieisirCtook
the stand during the morning session of the board and asserted that be
was a lover of democracy and agreed
President Wilson in his war
with

MOVE

COUNTRY-WID- E
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TO REDUCE COST FOOD
IS PLAN OF HOOVER

,

I

i

and carry" store, oml a higher price
representing a fair price for the
"credit and delivery" stores.
The local administrator for each locality will act as chairman of the
price boird.
Newspapers

will be asked to

by setting aside a particular position weekly for publication
of the
lists, with foot notes on the food problem and the use of substitutes for ihe
foods fost needed abroad.
A close check will be kept on
of the lists.
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Vinland's crew, were taken to the
'
hospital at Wissuhlckon - barracks.
Tho destroyer that picked them up
was a new boat anil was on her trial

SPECIAL LEASED WlASI

Willi the American Armv in Pi- icardy. Thursday, June
(by the Associated Press). There were many
Instances of individual bravery and
'heroism iii the successful attack of
the American marines in the Chateau
Thierry sector today. Many of the
Americans who were wounded refused
to leave the fight.
Sergeant J. I,. Iinlswerth of Kansas
City was captured by the German
night while dazed from a
' Monday
blow on the head from a rifle but'.
(A German was dragging him away
when he regained consciousness. The
,serge::nt hit Ihe German on the jaw
janrl escaped.
"I was not going to be the first
American captured on this sector,"
Sergeant Dulxwerth said. "The Dutchman looked more scared than I so I
biffed him. Now I got to go back
and get me a Dutchman to make up
for the lump on my head."
The sergeant took part in the fighting tlny.
Private Charles Ginsberg, a former
New Yjrk newsboy, captured a German in u shell hole. Ginsberg seai-c- l
ed the German for hidden weapons
land when he came upon photographs
of the prisoners' two
children, the
German wanted to fight. The prisoner
was allowed to keep the photographs.
An American corporal found him-- i
'self behind the German lines two days
jugo. Ity keeping himself bidden andj
crawling a foot at a time he reached
the American line during the height
of today's battle and in time to take
part In the victory.
Wherever the Americans were en- nactd thev gave fresh proof of their
adaption to modem war conditions
and they displayed the greatest initiative.
While the Americans were fighting
five
lo the north of
ind a half miles northwest of Chateau
Thierry, their front lines were greatly
hurried hv a German machine (fun.
When the position had been located!
an American patrol mails a daring
advance, reached the emplacement, killed all the enemy machine guniters and brought back the weapon,

trip.

Ol' Till: ItllW
SPEAK I.ITTUJ KXGI.ISII
.
Cape, May,' N. J., June 7. The
members of the crew were mostly
l

Swedish and Norwegian and speak little Knglish. It was gathered from
them that the Vinland .was northbound with a cargo of sugar. There
were showers - and squalls whe,n the
made Its appearance.

JOUMNALI

Cincinnati, O., June 7. How lives
of the fighting men on the battle
fronts of Kurope are saved by the injection of bottled blood into their
veins was told and discussed today by
members of the American surgicul association in convention hire.
This blood is known tolhe medical
profession as citrate of blood and Sirs
of London told the
Artbuthnot,
t
in the recent German drive
in northern France when the third
Prltish army was forced to retreat,
thirty bottles of blood had been captured bv tho Germans.
'I hope that tho foe will use this
blood," said Artbuthnot: VPerhaps it
will make better human beings out
dele-rale-

th-i-

the Fuel Administration of them."
tells you to; but do it for your A
is the inventor of a
own protection. Swastika, Om-er- a stret Japanese
that distributes watrr
sprinkler
and Gallup coals. Aztec so as to form advertisements on
Fuel Co., Phone 251.
smooth pavements.

Washington, June 7. Production of
931,1100,011(1 bushela
of wheat this
year was forecast today by the department of agriculture from June 1
conditions.
The winter wheat crop
was estimate at 387,0)10,000 bushels
and spring wheat production at
bushels.
Winter wheat eolation was 83.8
per cent of a normal.
was 95.2
Spring wheat condition
and the acreage 22, 489,000.
Production of oats was forecast at
j,!)00. 000, 0110 bushels, the acreuge
and the condition 9:1.2.
Barley production 2 .IK, 01)0,000 bushels; acreage, 9,108,000 and condition

house.
The senate having defeated
an Americanization
bill, two more
bills for the education of
aliens
were
introduced. One
speaking
of the new council of defense
bills
again gives to the governor the appointing power while one, like the bill
that was defeated, makes the appointment dependent upon the approval of the board of supervisors of
the country from which the appointee

i
i
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Our "Casb and Carry" Plan Popular
TODAY'S PRICES ONLY
can,
Blue Sea Tuna. Fish.
Van Camp's Pork and Bea.is,
Small
"Sugar Corn, 2 cans for
Bweet Peas, 2 cans for
2
lb. can Tomatoes

-

1- -2

--

wm

(

ZOc

12c

25c
25c
15c

can Peaches
can Peas

20c
aoc

ream of Rice, pkg.

15c

2

1

Cash Grocery

Pompeian Mayonnaise,
85c
pint bottle
Extra large Spanish Olives,
.25c
oz. bottle

.......

Old Dutch Cleanser, 3 cang,
Fresh Creamery Butter, lb.,
Fresh Eggs, dozen
Imperial Valley Cantaloupes,
two sizes, each. . . . 10c and
d
fat Hens, lb.,
llonje-dresse-

25c
45c
40c
15c

80c

1

I

i

;

OUTING LUNCH Roust Pork, Roast Beer,
Boiled Ham, Tongue, Veal Louf, Clicesc, Olives, Pickles, eu
i,1,

"

.i

-

r

The Freemont Cash Grocery
Phone

F7.

219 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.

NUTS,

churned in pasteurized milk.
Ask Your Grocers for It.
C. C. HEATH,

third takes the matter wholly out
of the hands of the governor ami
really legalizes the present council of
A

.108

West Central.

G. E. RODDY,

mem-

the"

1124

h. l:

South

Killth.

n,

d.
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There Must Be a Reason

1

lf

TWICE DAILY SERVICE

j

Remember

-

FRENCH

Satisfaction Guaranteed

.

Po-ur- ie

-

--

s,

Veuilly-I.a-Poler-

Tourcy-HoureschC-

'

Greatest Clearance Sale

s

OF THE SEASON IN OUR

Millinery Department
COMPRISING OUR STOCK OF

"LADIES HIGH

QUALITY VALUES"

Nothing Reserved. Come Early and Pick Your Choice.

ENGLISH

CQ

tpl.Uo

$1.98

w&JO

The Above Sale Prices Are Far Under Present
Manufacturers' Prices.

50,600

CLEAR

WEATHER

SIGN

RENDERED

HOMELESS

.

BY FIRE

CHEERS ASTRONOMERS
tRT MORIONS JOURNAL
IRT

nrr- -

SWEET

d

e,

.

,
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WE HAVJJ COMPIjKTK MNK OF FKKKH FIU'ITS
L
AND VKtiKTAHLKS
i
"C3t TOTJB SUNDAY

OILS

is named.

tOC

the Freemont

of the

NICHOLS,
defense, naming
existing
701 South Fourth.
bers. It is certain that none of thes,
bills will go through in the original
form and it is the growing opinion of
VIXI.AM) IX COMMAND
members that the legislature will be AVIATORS SAVED BY
OF CAPTUX liltATLAND 90.5.
to agree upon a bill.
Kye production
81,000,000 bushels unable
All the measures of this session
New York. June 7. The finland and condition
A DAMISH STEAMER
8:1.0.
was a schooner-riggeSeoodn largest wheat crop in the have the emergency clause attached.
steamer, owned
have
by O. and A. Irgens company of P.er-ge- history, of the country is in prospect A bill r to pass the "house must
IRY MORNINC
votes. None of t lie bills
twenty-fouJOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE,
and commanded by Captain Brat-lan- for Hhis year's harvest. The departv
At Atlantic Port, June 7. A DanShe had n gross tonage of 1,437. ment of agriculture today forecast over which there is a dispute can
command that many.
ish steamer put into this port today
a total of 931,000,000 bushels of win
with two aviator who were' picked
ter and spring wheat combined. That
Road Project Discussed.
up Wednesday thirty-fiv- e
miles from
is only 69,000,000 bushels less than
ex7.
AMERICANS FIGHT FOE
for
Fe.
Plans
shore
June
Santa
with their plane in a disabled
the billion bushel crop the governof
on
three
miles
$12,000
conditions.
The
pending
aviators were Ensign
ment had hoped for and continuation highway
FIVE HOURS,
MAKE
east of Gallup and $3,000 J. R.
"pilot, and Chief Gunof the Ideal growing conditions such west to Manuelito, are being worked ner's Clements,
Mate V. E. Stevens, observer,
GAINS, TAKE WRISONERS as has prevailed during the last out by HtMte Engineer James A. stationed at Miami, Fla.
moth, might yet produce a harvest ol French, to bo road project. No. 0, to
of the stale
1,000,000,001) bushels.
be built by
The Fuel
Administrator
107,000,000
tons, and county, each furnishing one-haHay production
"COAL
condition
WEEK
condition
IS NOT
of
89.0;
the
money,
pastures
says:
gun fire, which it seemed impossible 92.5.
A HOLIDAY WEEK. IT IS A
o get through. ' Kve.y German seembushRelieved.
Back
Lame
203,000,000
Apple production
ed 40 have a machine Kun. They
Chamber- WEEK OF BUSINESS." Tele-phon- e
els; condition (J9.8. Peaches, producFor a laind back
mugni iiko Wild cats, but the Ameri- ts n 42,9110,000 bushels, condition 52.0. lains Liniment twice apply
the HAHN COAL COM-PANa
day and mascans were to i much for them."
Winter wheat condition and prosage the muscle of the back over the
As the result of the two attacks by
your order NOW.
the Americans against the ensmy in duction forecasts by principal dates: seat of pain thoroughly at each
Phone 91.
Ohio, Condition 87; production
the "econd battle northwest f Chabushels. Indiana. 97; r.0,!i0.-00- 0
teau Thierry thiee hundred prisoners
bushel. Illinois, 95; 51. 55:1, 000
were captured and the American ex90; 49.999,000 bimh-eltended their line over front of about bushels. Missouri,
Nebraska, 70; 4:1,049,000 bushels..
lx miles to a depth of
two
and
nearly
Kansas, 78; 1)7,1 4,000. Oklahoma, 74;
one-hamiles, t
32, 207,000 bushels.
While the losses of the Americans
Details of spring wheat by princinecessarily have been heavy owing to
states:
the nature of the fighting, the Ger- palMinnesota:
We are doing more Kodak Finish.ng than all others in
Acreage 4,038,000. Conman dead is piled three deep In places.
dition iS: production forecast 05,294,-00- 0
A number of machine
Albuquerque combined.
were
guns
bushels.
added to the Auteiican bootj. Ameri7.0,10,000.
Dakota:
North
Acreage
can booty "the German
prisoner" Condition 93; forecast-92,247,00taken by the Amerlcuns,
many of
South Dakota: Acreage 4,243,000
whom were mere boys, bad only been, Condition
HANNA & HANNA MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS
102; forecast 56,202,000.
in the line for two hiys. Some of them
wore the white bandi of the PrusAlbuquerque, N. M.
"Get your coal out of the way ofj
OFFICIAL STATEMENTS sian guard.
SWASTIKA will
the government."
"Kadi Man Get a German."
bins. Put in lumps
not slack in
Private Carl B. Mill.- - of Visalia, and take out your
lumps, hard and hot.
Calif., was in the first wave of'Amer-ican- s GIBSON-FALUMBER COMPANY.
to go over the top in the Veuilly Phone 333.
wood to smoke out the Germans remaining there. He said that after
(V MONNINO JOURNAL tPICIAL LtAltO WIRI1
Paris, June 7. The French and his unit ciitained it" oblectlve niuny
American
troops operating against of the men went back and filled the
the Germans northwest of Chateau ranks of their advancing comrades.
Thierry during Friday's fighting made All worked like clockwork, he said.
additional gains of ground and cap- The favorite slogan was "each man
tured the- vHIages of Veuilly Ui
get a. German; don't let a German get
C
and Hourescht s, according to the you."
thi
issued
French communication
Many Instances are related of the
heroism rf the Bed Cross workers in
evening.
The text of the communication fol- braving shells in No Man's Land.
lows:
The
today talked
"Between the Ourcq and the Marne with tl correspondent
10 year-old
German
we continued with success our opera- who vrfls Hitting tinder a treeprisoner
eating
tions of detail.
American bread ami drinklnn French
"Tho French and American troops wine. The soldier said he hail been
have enlarged their gains north of fighting' tor a year and a half, for Ihe
Vinly up to Lisierts, east of Cbey and most part In Hussla. He carried a
and Boures-ehe- picture of ills sweetheart on heavy
taken
and also In a generul way have cardboard, which he said hail saved
notably bettered their positions on the his life from an American bullet.
front of
Tlie youth added ibai (n Germany
"Between the Marne and P.heims tiicrc was talk of millions of Ameri
and
at
our activity was pursued
llllsiiy
can soldiers hut that nobody believed
it. He dbl not know It was the Amergave us that entire villag".
i lie
wnu. ica iw opposed to the Germans.
iiiiiinii i ui jn
He
during the day exceeds 200.
(bought the troops were British ns
"The activity of both artilleries is they wore Knglish helmets. He addfairly violent north of the Ourei and ed that the German soldier no longer
in the region west of Itheims.
hoped to reach Paris, nil of them were
"During the day jof the sixth our sick of war and he was glad he had
aviators put out of commission tliir-- j been made prisoner.
teen German airplanes and set on fire
Americans Hold Paris Road.
'
four captive balloons."
The importance of the operations
of the Americans on the Marne sector
may be realized when It Is recalled
that only the day before the Amer cans entered the line the Goernnns
1st mornins journal RRBCIAL ICABIO WlRI
The
advanced about ten kilometers.
Washington, Juno 7. Further ad- Americans now are holding the Pirts
vances by the American and French road near Lo Thiolet for a number of
troops near Chateau Thierry and the kilometers.
infliction of severe losses upon the
of last nltt'nts fightGraphic sto.-'eenemy was reported in tonight's ing were rehired by wounded Americommunique from General Pershing. cans today. They said that at one
An American raid In Plcardy In which noinl the Ocimans crouched behinl
prisoners were taken also was an- boulders .mil opened fire whon the
nounced.
Americans wert within ten feet of
The communique follows:
them. One man who participated Li
West and northwest of Chateau an encounter of this kind
said:
Thierry we made, minor readjustments
"Some of us had not slept for four
of our lines involving several ad- nights but we were not tired.
We took
vances in the course of which we in- a second leave of life and sprang at
flicted severe losses and took prison- those Germans and smothered them
ers, among them being one officer and t never saw so many machine guns.
twenty-fiv- e
unwounded men. Our ad- Our men did not think of themselves.
vance was made in conjunction with They only
thought of getting Fritz."
French troops on our left.
A corporal captured three Germans
"Artillery on both sides was ncuve and was leading them away when
at points held by our troops in Plcar- twelve others surrendered to him and
dy, and on the Marne front, in the joined the nrocession.
Woevre and In Lorraine.
Destination Is Berlin.
"In Plcardy we took prisoners In the
Madison Glrman of Evansville, Ind.,
course of a raid."
was n Tony. He said:'
"We were not supposed to go there
but the men were so enthusiastic thev
kept on. They would go to Berlin if
LOT 1 All Panama
LOT 3 All Sailors and Street
their commanders would let them.
fT MORNIMO JOURNAL tPffCIAL LIArtO WlRI)
The onlv way to stop them is to kill
7.
The French againj them.
Shapes; sale price
Hats; sale
London, June
cannot make
The Germnns
nave operuieu successiuuy ugainst ine prisoners of us. They tried hard to
price
Germans near Locre, on the Kemmel get some of us, but we fooled them.
LOT 2 All this Season's shapes;
sector, southwest of Ypres. according We turned the machine gnns on them
to the British official communication
Sale
and took them prisoners."
LOT 4 All Trimmed QO-Q- Q
1
Issued this evening. The communicaFloyd Gibbons of the Chicago Tribtion says:
.
price
a
Hats; sale price. . .
une was watching the battle with
"The French troops inyiroved their
officer early last
another
and
major
line In the neighborhood of Locre ear- night from a field. An enemy maly thja morning bv successful local atgun spotted them and Mr. Gibtacks in which they captured a few chine
bons was shot In the arm and in the
prisoners.
left eye. The officers escaped but
"A small party of our troops raided
liad to wait three hours in the
a German post in Strazccle sector by they
to crawl away. As a result
darkness
daylight this morning and captured of the wound Mr. Gibbons' eye was
nine prisoners and a machine gun. removed this morning. '
We had no casualties.
today were conThe Americans
s,
"Beyond artillery activity on both solidating" their positions, and comsides of the different sectors there is
prevailed.
quiet
nothing further to report from the parative
British front."

AMERICAN

INJECTIONS

SAVEYANKS' LIVES

i

People are ofton very much disappointed to find thatjheir family physician is away from home when they
most need his services. Diseases like
pain In the stomach and bowels, colic
and diarrhoea require prompt treatment, and have in many instances
proven fatal before medicine could bo
procured or a physician nummoncd.
The right way is to keep at band a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic and
Diarrhoea Ttemedy. No physician can
better medicine for these
prescribo
diseases.
l!y having it in the house
you escape much pain and suffering
and all risk. Buy it now; it may save
life.

Do not only store coal

ims.

Professor
Persinger's
Following
D
testimony the board sittvimSned C.
Hcin of Lincoln, an attorny who tosii-fithat Professor Persinger had said
was not justithat the United Stateswar.
Trofessor
fied in entering the
Persinuer will be given an opportun
tonnrrrow.
ity o resume his defense

Found Guilty of Murder.
Peoria, 111., June 7. The jury in
the caBe of Edgar A. Strause. banker,
tried for the murder of Berne M.
Mead, former cashier of the State
Trust and Savings bank, returned a
verdict tonight of guilty, and fixing
his punishment at twenty-fiv- e
years
In the penitentiary. The killing of
Mead occurred in the bank rooms the
night of December 2H, 1 917.

ic

m

Jifno

Omaha, Neb., June 7. Twenty-tw- o
inalien mcmbera of the forty-firs- t
fantry at. Fort Crook were refused
American
citizenship when Judge
j
Woodrough of hte federal court
sued naturalization papers to seven
hundred men of that regiment. These
nion were taken along with tho regiment when it left the post today and
later will undergo further examination as to their eligibility for citizenship.
was
Kach man of the twenty-tw- o
refused
naturalization because he
would not swear to fight against his
native country if it became necessary
for his regiment to enter battle.
A majority of tho men were of A ns

(Continued

i.

.Neb.,

activities

braska State Council of Defense today called noon the
league to discontinue its operations in
this state. Jn a statement recpieBting
the league to cease its activities 'in
Nebraska, at least until the war has
been von, the council alleges that the
and
organization's "war
, statement df
principles breathes treas
on in our country ." an! that "Irresponsible socialists'' ure going- over
Ihe slate as organizers for the league.

GOVERNMENT' AGENTS
DISCOVER SENSATIONAL
PLOT
0F GERMANS
.

I

I.

North First Street.

7

ware

HUSK
II. S.

IBV

We Have It."

X)isLribuf ors of

rr!t

1

of-th-

MORNINS JOURNAL RRICIAl

LIAHO WlRI

Denver. Colo., June 7. After
duya of cloudy weather, astronomers gathered here to observe he
total eclipse of the sun tomorrow,
were cheered tonight by the weather
bureau's forecast of generally ' 'fair
wftthe for Colorado.
A less Tiojleful prospect was forecast for scientists 'who have establish- jed observation stations In Wyoming.
sev-er-

al

(PfClAL Lf ARID Wlllll

Amsterdam, June 7. Fifty thousand nersong aw homeless ns the result of a fire t Stamboul, the Mohammedan section of Constantinople,
which devastated the whole eastern
part of the Sultan Sellm oitai'ter. according to the
Allgomelne Zeltung of Berlin.
, . ;,
Buildings on 'both sides of the
In
mosque
that district were destroyed
but the mozque was spared.
aefni-offlci- al

v

Siegfried Kahn's Store
109 NORTH FIRST.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, June 8, 1918.
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i
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diers. Mra. Pope has been doing re- DESPITE ITS GERu.AN
search work along those lines In
NAM ESAU ERKRAUf' 13
Washington and writes that the success attending tho Canadian efforts
along1 those lines is marvelous.
GOOD AMERICAN DiSH

,

NMD
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

CAMPAIGN

Till: THEATERS TODAY.
Theater Bryant Washburn
starling In "The Breaker," a five-refeature; a!sj an episode of
of "Vengeansc
and the Wo-

SERVICE

AT

SPECIAL RULES MADE

II"

two-ree-

VIOLENCE IN

i

0.

S.

el

Mi W

ls

man."
p
Crystal O:oru House Marie
taking the Icadmi; part in an
episode of "The Lion's Claw;'' "The
of Lucy," and "Wild and
Plotted to Burn Buildings and Taminrf
Woclly Women."
Ideal Theater Hepcating the play
Crops and Poison Livestock "One
Hour" Sequel to Tareo Weeks
ian
featuring fceetia Kcefe and
by the Thousands; Caught Hale;
also a cartoon of "Two Thousand Feats Under the Sea."
by Federal Agents,
. L.,u io ilicMicr
iepeaiing "Daughwun .uaaiuiie
ter in
in tne line roie; uiso a guou couk-IT MOHNIN JOUHNAl PICIAL LIASCB W'CJ
reel.
Chicago, June 7. How government
1'ustiiilo Tl Niter Repeating "Woagents prevented the carrying out of man
ana the Jjiiw," a mx siiycr-pru-an I. W. W. plot to burn buildings and
union
;aiso a reel of iiueresiiiiis
crops and poison livestock by the "1' Utile NvCtKlY
.News."
thousands In South Dakota last
n
was disclosed in testimony heard AT THLi "ii."
today at the trial of 110 members of
the tierccst, most realistic
the organization before Federal Judge
liglit ever screened is seen in
Landis.
the seventh episode of " Vcnycanc.
Government
official intercepted and
file W oman, Ureutoi- Vuamapti's
packages of the chemicals In the mails
melodrama serial, wuicli
at Mill Dank, s. r and arrested Stan- wonderful
lie s.'en at Hie "l" theater today
ley Hrown, secretary of the I. W. V. will
only. William Duncan (Henry Wake),
branch at Aberdeen, and Martin
his
measures
another member of the or- all round athlete,
elcorge
ganization, who later were convicted streiiKth and skill against
on a conspiracy charge and sentenced Holt, cow puncher. Holt is Black
to a term in a federal prison.
Jack's outlaw leader, who has caught
Early last summer, it was testified, Carol Jloltoway (Bessie blake) in ihu
there were a series of mysterious fires mountains and they fight for her posin certain sections of South Dakota session. ".No quarter, Just go to it,"
which officials attributed to the I. said Duncan, as tho men tfoi before
W. W., as tbe fires always followed the (umeru, and Holt took Director
strikes and millions of dollars of prop- Duncan at his word. Fvery blow was
intcnde.l as a knockout and every
erty was destroyed.
A letter was read
from Stanley trick known to rontfh and tumblo
Brown to Ted Frazier, head of the Hunters was employed as the two
I
V.
v. brunch In Minneapolis, in powerful men strim'mled for supremwhich he told of t!ie large number of acy,
untl sheer exhaustion ended the
members arrested anil the raiding of fm'nt with the Kirl tafe for the mothe I. V. W. hall.
ment in the hands of her husband.
"The situation here is fierce and
was all the two men did
the time lias come to take direct ac- That fwht and
that
they bore bruises for
day
wroto
Hrown. "Send me some
tion,"
of that stuff, the kind that was used days afterwards.
Besides tho above, Bryant Washin Dcs Moines, and I will tise it in a
will be seen as the star in "The
. burn
way it will do the most good."
Jn response to this
request, evi-- i breakei'." ii)i:.i-- .
Tin;
denco showed that two packages were
"One Hour," the new
rsccived by mail In Aberdeen in Au- picture which is to be pre
gust. Later Martin Gunderson mailed
ithe packages to Blown at Mill Bank sented at tho Ideal theater today for,
under the aliases of Jack Nelson and the last time, is one of those exceptional pictures which has all the ele:T. Gilbertson.
The packages were seized by the ments that are craved by motion-pictur- e
'
In substance a sort
devotees.
postoffice officials and when opened
were found to contain
Incendiary of sequel to "Threo AVeeks,"- - it Is tinK-echemicals and poison.
with elements desired by those who
Telegrams were read from Forrest appreciate a good screen play.
Edwards, an I. W. W. official at
It has a story that snaps throughMinneapolis, to Brown and Gunderson out, containing suspense and with a
be
stating that legal counsel would
climax which experts describe as deprovided for their defense.
cidedly out of the ordinary. Two royal lovers meet in the Adirondacks, the
.:
SHARP CRITICISM
girl not knowing that she Is a princess
who hire been brought from her EurOF VJUJ, OFFICIALS opean homo when a child.
ThrilliiiB incidents lead up to the
departure of the girl .taken away to
MOMNIN& JOURNAL IPECtAl
UAIID Wll)
little monarchy
of
St. Paul, Minn., June ft. Sharp marry tho kins and the
the frantic efforts
criticism of officials cf the "Western adjoining hers hero
and win
follow
to
youriR
L'nion Telegraph company for their of theTho
Is out of the customrefusal to abide by the decisions of her. line ofending
endings, and comes as a
the national war labor and protesta- ary
that is pleasing in these days
tions of lubcr's united support of the surprise
of obvious plots in motion 1ictures.
government's war policy were voiced
the above the management
latf today by officials of the Ameri- willBesides
show a cartoon of "Two Thousand
can , Federation of Jjabor speaking
the Sea."
I'nder
Feats
at
meetings. Accordto
and
President
Samuel
ing
Gompers
xr Tin; iiViuc. the
Secretary Frank Morrison, the actio
distingulstieu
Madame Bctrova,
of the telegraph officials is in direct Polish
actress who has by marriage
violation of the purpose of the board
enthusiastic
an
become
and has a demoralizing effect upon and choice
morale
of working people.
the
"This probably will result in Presthe
ident Wilson commnndoering
Western Union Telegraph company
AT
and enactment of legislation by congress for taking over all telegraph
(md telephone companies during the
war," Secretary Morrison said.
Wat-cam-
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LKASID WIRI)

Ariz., Juno 7. Judge Suw- tclle of the fntlural court in session
hero today sentenced the following
men:
J. ,C. Robbing, esplonaKO act violator, two yenra in Leavenworth
Klsivo iopex, draft evader,
prison;
ninety days in Oila county JaiT; James
!reen, convicted of Rollins liquor to
Indians, $100 fine; Sam Ford, $100
fine and a
sentence in Gila
county jail for giving a drink of
to
a
soldier, and Joseph Nicholiquor
las, draft evader, eighteen months in
Fort Leavenworth, prison.
'

y

.

StownrlK ijcave Silnta Fe.

Santa Fe, June 7. Ma J. Henry C
If. Stewart, who has been serving on
the state council of defense, and Mrs.
Stewart left today to take up their
residence
at liethlehem, Litchfield
county, Conn. They came to Santa
Fo u yerir ago from New York city.

Journal Want

An

Tnn

rnanlta.

...

V

BOCHES ELATED

SUBS' APPEARANCE
OFF COAST OF U.
IIY MOKNINI JOURNAL

OIL COOK STOVES
The U. S. Fuel
Administration
Authorizes

us to say

that it considers the use
of oil cook stoves and
oil heaters at this time

'
'

a very important help

in the necessary
servation of coal
war purposes.

con-

for

BURN KEROSENE OIL
Help save fifty million tons of coal this year for essential war industries; Use kerosene for cooking in the New
Perfection Oil Cook Stove the stove that saves the
Nation's coal and well repays your practical patriotism
with gas stove comfort and convenience.
The Long Blue Chimney Burner lights and heats instantly, like gas. Turns every drop of oil into intense
even heat no soot no odor. Flame stays where set
for fast or slow cooking. Makes kerosene the ideal
kitchen fbel.
;

All New Perfection Burners are brass
Serviceable for Years
New Perfection Ovens bake perfectly because of correct heat circulation. Have glass doors. Fit any stove.
,

Buy your New Perfection Oil Cook Stove and Oven at

Jl KORBER & GO.
Phone

e

d

JUSTICE METED OUT
BY JUDGE SAWTELLE
tilohc,

Hoffman-Foursquar-

78. Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store

220 NORTH SECOND

SAVE THE NATION'S COAL

PICIL IKMO

S.

!!

Amsterdam, June 7. Captain von
Kuellwetter. naval
expert for the
Cologne Gazette, in an article printed
in that paper describes as a joyous
siiroriso the nppearance of German
submarines off the coast of the United
States.
Hp says no barred zone yet
exists off the North American coast,
hut that it Is clear the more the United States becomes "the center of war
assistance for our enemies the more
might' the moment be anconsidered to
attack."
have arrived for such
"fine can picture the great successes as a result of an offensive on
a large scale in North American
waters," says Captain von Kuellwetter. "In the barred regions of England the defense undoubtedly has developed into u well considered system, which Is not the master of our
but which, nevertheless, so
far as lies within the enemy's power,
renders their task difficult.
"There can, of course, ho no question of such resistance in. American
waters. Over there they have no exapparperience. Moreover. America
most of her
ently has sent to Europeboat
destroy- few unusable torpedo
ers.

"RATES ARE
EFFECTIVE SUNDAY.
MY

MOfVNINS

JOURKAL aPCCIAL

LAMO WlRKI

Washington, June 7. New passenger rates of three cents a mile will go
into effect Sunday midnight, despite
pleas to suspenil or modify them. Jt
wag officially stated today that
en route to destinations at that
time will be carried according to the
terms of their tickets as originally purwill
chased, except that
not be permitted at the old rates. Return stubs of round trip tickets
before then also will be honored.
Mileage books will not be recognized but unused portions wilt be redeemed ut tho rate of the, original
charge.

At tho Meal Theater Today.
American, recently uave further proof
of her love for our country by investing tho major portion of her fortune In the I'etr.iva Picture company
in order thaC her rdeuls of photoplay
production may bo realized.
The jslar has surrounded herself
with a staff of cxperis but is hcrsell
fi'.jal arbller in the huge studio, on
the Hudson near New Vol k City.
That beauty and brains sometimes
go together Iter first picture, "Tbe
Daughter of Destiny." amply proves.
Patrons of flic Lyric theater are
to s'O this wonderful production for
tho last time at the Lyric theater today.

ocea n.

Tho latest volunteers from New
to be recorded by the historical service board are: William Kelly,
Charles Kelly. Jose Ilerrera, Antonio
inMontoya. ftallup. Twenty-fourt- h
fantry: Charles (. Kinsry, S. H. Lopen,
lialbip; Cordon K. Uoberts, Tiicum-eaiI
h
engineers.
' Mrs. William
H. Pope, widow of
tbe late federal judge of this state
and former chief Justice, is at present
traveling with a commission that is
In Canada studying the methods of
the reconstruction of tho crippled sol
Mexico

l.

Forly-sevent-

raPICIAl.

C

IWiltHNOIHCI

lO HOtNlna JOUffNALl

ihe following
publication
ment by the wool division: In New
Mexico there are a great many small
clips running very wide in grade.
There are also several scouring mills
in the state. It is therefore, deemed
necessary to make special regulations
to cover the situation.
Local dealers
or scourers in New .Mexico are granted the privilege of buying clips nt
irregular grade and scouring them at
the local scouring mills. These local
dealers or scourers are required to
pay the growers of these clips of irregular grade fair jirices for their
their clips based on Atlantic seaboard
values as established by the government, less 1. The cost of sorting and
scouring: 2. Freight to Atlantic seaboard points; :!. Kstimaled Interest at
the rate of t! per cent, per annum to
rover the time elapsing between ths
time the grower is paid ami the time
the buyer receives bis money when
the wool is delivered east. I. Profit to
the loccfl buyer not to be over 1 cent
per pound in the grease.
"In order to avoid pi oflteci ing the
bonks of the local di alers ami scourers
shall be oneii to government inspect-icn- ,
and if upon examination the
books of any one show a net profit
in excess of one per cent per pound
on greasy wool handled during the
season, then such excesi shall be disposed ef us the government directs.
These regulations applv only to tho
local dealers in New Mexico. Dealers
located in the distributing renter may
receive Krw Mexico wools only on
consignment.

g

1

ohbai

administration's

campaign

for

in-

creased consumption
of perishable
foodstuffs und a greater saving of tho
staple foods needed abroad. No matter by what name it may be known,
sauerkraut is a valuable food and its
use should not be cnrtailed as a result
of
and
patriotism."
over-zealo-

Tho T'nitcd States Fuel Administration says: "CJet the loud off your mind
ami into the cellar." SWASTIKA and
Gallup
Lump and Egg. GIBSON-FALUMBER
COMPANY. Phone

W

333.

i

The
Fuel Administrator
aavs: "ORDER THE COAL;
DON'T WISH YOU HAD."
Telephone the HAHN COAL
COMPANY. Phone 91.

AT T1IK PASTIMi:.

E

The management of the Pastime
theater is repeating today the "Woman and the Law," filmed by the
William Fox company from the recent
International trial of .Mrs. De tin u lies
for the murder of her husband. Hero
arc a few comments on her case from

This Advertisement Is Published At the Request of the State Fuel
Administration and in Accordance with the Proclamation Issued by
Governor Lindsey.

noted women:
.Miss Mary Pincliot Lno, chairman
Woman's Peace party:
"All my sympathy Is with the
It appears that she took the
only way that she saw open to obtain
her baby. I believe that women and
women only understand 'such mother
love as hers and smpathiz3 with her.
intuition
by
Sympathy is induced
which is of morn vabre than logic in
tiii."."
as
a
case
such
Miss Margaret .Mayo, one of America's leading dramatists:
"My sympathy is with tbe woman.
So many things enter into such a tragedy that we, don't understand. Men
have so many more things with which
to fill their lives than women have."
Miss A Kens De Lima, secretin y of
the Women's Municipal league:
"I believe any woman driven by
mother love and tortured by fear und
cruelty would do exactly us she did.
There' is a human law which is above
the state l:iv. Surely she was within
the human law. No amount of legislation will do away with a mother's
desire to protect her child."
.

As is well known by all newspaper readers there is certain to be a very

Serious Shortage of

DOGS HERE

PRAIRIE

WILL BE EXTINCT

IN
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TWO, YEARS, IS BELIEFj

this coinijig winter, and to provide as far as possible against this
shortage, and the consequent suffering of the people from the lack
of fuel, the United States Government will require every Retail Coal
Dealer to buy before the close of the summer
(

JOURNAL!

Twenty-fiv- e
Santa
Fe,
June
men under the direction of H. IS. I'iper;
of the Knitcd'states biological survey
have mapped out a prairie dog killing;
of the twen-- j
campaign in twenty-fiv- e
counties of the state, with thoi
of the state council of
defense and the farmers and stock!
owners. .Mr. riper believes that with';
In two years prairie dogs will be as
rare as ptarmigan nnd
mountain!
sheep In New Mexico, so effective is
the campaign which is already under'
way and judging by the prairie dog,
fatalities of tho past three months.
Mr. Piper urges farmers to lie careful
in handling poisoned grain in puck-- ;
ages, to have it carefully labeled.
There is no danger if tho poisoned
grain is carefully distributed and the
dose that will kill u prairio dog will
not kill iii.ul although occasionally a:
dove falls a victim to oats that
Bu ds do not, as a rule, pick
up or fill grain in tho form that it Is
before the
out
prairie dog'
spread
colonies and t ho survivors In these!
generally get. wise after tbe first ad-- 1
ministration of poisoned oats, but are!
brought down by tho second attack!
With rolled parley and the "mopplng-- i
up" procss by fumigution with heuvy,
poison gas.
Mr finer, who Is a veteran in the!
biological survey and has conducted
similar campaigns in southern Call- infornla, gives assurance that there
no real danger to bird life from the
by a
campaign as had been fenred
few friends of J.he birds. He has just,
paper on his scientific ex-- 1
prepared a mid
the result on bird life;
pcrimcnls
of the poison campaigns on rodents.

At Least One Half of His Full
Year's Supply of Coal

FOR WHICH THE DEALER MUST PAY CASH.
To buy and pay cash for this coal in this short time will require a
very large amount of CASH. This is more than the Retail Dealers
can do unless their customers help them by paying for their coal the
first of the month following purchase.
.

t

ON THIS POINT DR. HARRY A. GARFIELD, U. S. FUEL
ADMINISTRATOR SAYS:
"Jriconveriiencc for paying for coal in the Sprinjr or Summer, when it will not be
needed until Autumn or Winter, should not influence any customer to delay placing his order and securing his supply."

"Jt is far wiser to borrow money in the Spring to pay for one's coal than to wait
until Autumn or Winter when if the coal has not been mined and shipped

money Cannot procure it."

t'mraiiHH Licensed.
June 7. The state cor'
Issued nu-- ;
poration eoiumision todayNew
in
business
Mexico,
do
to
thority
to the State Farmers' Hail insurance
the
and
of
Minn.,
Waseca,
company
American Life Insurance company of

,

4li)

yi--

Santa

Fe,

Denver.

It Is Therefore to Consumer's Interest
j

ra

The i:l'MMl mill the liraiii.
physio- Among the many important as
well
bo
logical facts that should as
they are
known by people generally
ol
by phvsicians, is the dependence
the
the brain for its proper action on
Imis
this
vitality of the blood. It
paired, the blood affords an Importedstimulus to the brain, and, as a necesconsequence, langour and Inwary
system
activity of tho entire nervousfollows, and a tendency to headaclio;
its
makes
appearance.
or faintness
It Is probable that no other jnediBODY IS
FAIRBANKS'
cine ever produced has done more In
way of revitalizing the Mood,
CONSIGNED TO TOMB the
...
makinn it pure aim wen, tnan no SarsapariUa, which should 'certa'-is.
uny
trial wHere there
Indianapolis, Ind., June 7. In the be given abelieve
that the blood Is depresence cf the Jnembers of the fam- reason to
in
deficient
or
quanily, honorary paH bearers and a few fective in quality
'""'
v
intimate friends, the body of the late tity.
Charles Wniren Fairbanks, former
Do not only tor coal beStates
vice president of the United
"was lowered into a vau't this after cause the Fuel Administration
noon.
tells you to; but do it lor your
Bishop V. F, McDowell of WashFairMr.
friend
of
life
own protection. Swastika, Om-er- a
long
ington,
banks, read the service of the Methoand Gallup coals. Aztec
dist ritual and spoke, the benediction.
Co., Phone 251. '
Fuel
The funeral services at the home
were simple. It was the wish of the
journal Want Ada fciinj resniu,
family that there be o singiai,
stop-ove-

JOUftNtU

TO

Fe. June 7. Lieut. Kdward
Springer left for France two weeks
Ho had been in command of
ago.
his battery (D) during the
final
stages of preparation for embakment.
His brother. Wallace Springer, is at
tho fighting front in the aerial service, but whether with a scouting or
,t bombina plane is not known. Both
are sons of Hon. Frank Springer.
One out of every ten men in the
active service from Xew Mexico Is In
the navy. The total of naval enlistments from this state has mounted to
1,100, while the total number of men
in active service is 11. OHO. This is a
pretty good showing for an Inland
state 1,0'if) miles from the nearest

sum-me-

'
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OF WOOL CLIP HERE

Santa Fe, June i. Local wool
dealers have received the following official statement:
New Mexico Boys Prefer Serv"The War Industries Board authorice on Water; Widow of izes
of
state-

.

-- 4

TO COVER HANDLING

Santa Fe, June t. Mir. Ilarr h.
Wilson, in charge of the Library activities of the state food erlmlmstrn
tion, has arranged for library anil
reading room and rest room facilities in the national guavd ardunn ; Mothmory at Albuquerque
ers'
and Daughters' week. tho
latter part of this month. In the read-inroom will be all sorts of books,
periodicals and official literature on
food consei'vation, war gardens an
home economies.
The food administration Is tryin;r
to dispel tho "sauerkraut" taboo, for
It issued the following officially: "m
account of Its supposedly Oermau
name, sauerkraut seem' to bo losing
Its popularity as an American dish.
Tho food administration has learned,
that throughout the country men and
women in their patriotic zeal have
been spreading a strong propaganda
to discourage the use, of a valuable
foodstuff. As a matter of fact, tha
dish is said to be of Dutch, rather
than of German origin. In ny event,
sauerkraut Is a valuable food und
adits to tho v irtetv in which
may be prepai I. ts w ider use would
no doubt stimulate the greater use of
cabbage and would further the food

co-oper-

-

co-oper-

rs

be many a

.

-;

;

with the coal dealers in that regard and pay promptly
the first of the month following purchase.
If the consumer fails to
with the Coal Dealers there wifi
to

j

ate

FIRELESS FURNACE

this coming

in Albuquerque

'
i
winter.
We are now making storage prices, the coal being about $1 per tori
cheaper than last winter. The cost of coal at the mine will advance 10
cents per ton each month and what is most important we may not be
abl6 to get the coat at any consideration to seve you next month.

AZTEC

Phone 251.

COAL COMPANY
',

JOHN S. BEAVEN

FIRST AND GKAXIT13

813

Phones 4 and 5

SOCT1I SECOND

'

HAHN

COAL

COMPANY

Phopps 01, 92, 93.
107 EAST CENTRAL
GIBSON-FA-

''

NEW STATE COAL & WOOD YARD
Phone 35.
FRCIT AND RAILROAD

LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
402 NORTH FIRST

TRACKS

Phone 333,

FOUR

IS

STANDING

IS WILD

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL LEAtU'Ii
W. L.

WHITE

T

M

ATHLETIC

E

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati

28
28
24

Pittsburgh
Boston

18
19

Philadelphia

Shannon Features Field Work
by Stopping Terrific Line
Drive From Bat of

Beats Philadelphia

Chicago
(

Collins

E,

BPVCiAb

MORNINa

If.IKO

WIRBI

AH. R. H. PO. A. K.
I
1
4
0
--'
0

Gardner.

n

0
0

0

(I

0
0

1!

8

1

1

1

t

1

0

2

4

0
0
0

a

2

1

0

7

2

0

3

0
0
0

1

0

1

3

0

I!3

1

G

24

14

1

3b

Shannon, Kfl
Xugan, L'b
McAvoy, c
Myers, p
,

0
0

Totals
'

Chicago.

AM. It.
4
0
3
0

I.eibold. If
Murphy, rf
Collins, lib
Felsch, cf
Weaver, ss
Oandll. lb
Ttishertt, 3I
SVhalk. c

2
4
2
2

Shtllenback,
Totals
Philadelphia

p

.

24

0

ir. PO. A.
0

1

K.

0
n
3

(I

0

1

0

2

0

1

1

4
3

4

2

1

10

1

1

0
0

n
0

1

1

2
3
2

. .

1

(i

0
0

o
0
0

1

H

1

0

0

1

0

3

0

27

It

2

2

8

24

.4:19
.4 1 5

15

25

.375

LKAGl

V..

w.

Boston
New York
Chicago
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington

IS

--

17

1

14

WHERE THEY PLAY
N ATI )N A L 1 .1

.4 57

.390
.359

TODAY

:.G I K,

AMKKICAV I.KAGIT.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
Washington at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland.

21

Whiteman,

If

Molynenux, p
Jones, p
McCabe, p

...

5

1

4
4
4
4

0
1

3

0
u

3

1

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

0

1

....

1
000 010 000
2 xlloblitzel
000 101 000
Chicago
Stolen Uises FelRch xxMaycr
Summary:
Schalk, Shannon. Sacrifice hits Mur-

0
0
2
0
2
2 15
2
3
o
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
1
0
0
0

1

0

2

".

1

1

1

0
0

0

2
r.

0
0

3

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

U

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

34 7 11 24 15 3
Totals
phy, Weaver, Gandil. Double plays
x Batted for Bush in seventh,
Jamieson to McAvoy; Gardner to
xx Batted for McCabe in ninth.
McAvoy: Shannon to Duron. Bases on
balls Off Shellenbaelc (2), off Myers
Cleveland.
.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
Struck out By Shellenback 5, by
4
1
2.
1
1
0
2
Myers
Evans, 3b
1
4
2
2
2
3
ss
Chapman,
1
0
5
2
3
3
Speaker, cf
lctroit 9;
0.
'
Detroit. June 7. Detroit hit Ayors Wambsganss, 2b . . 4 2 12 32 2 00
0
3
2
freely and bunching hits with bases Roth, rf
0
3
4
1
3
0
on halls easily defeated Washington. Wood, If
0
2
1
0
The Detroit pitchers also were wild.
Miller, lb
0
0
0
0
0
0
WilliHms, lb
Score:
0
2
1
.
0
3
O'Neill, c
Washing-ton1
0
1
0
0
A B. R. H. PO. A. K. 7,zC. Thomas, c . . 2
0
1
0
0
0
0
r.
1
0
Sliotton. rf
0
0
0
Bagby, p
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
5
0 10
0 0 Groom, p
Judge, lb
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
4
1
0 Count be, p
3
Foster, 3b
3
0 0 0 0 0 0
3
3
4
0 zGraney
0
Milan, cf
1
1
2
1
3
If
0
flhulte,
1
2
0
31 14 13 27 1 1
0 3 4 0
Morgan, 2b
Totals
1
1
1
4
0
3
z
lvnn. nh c
Patted for Miller In seventh.
4
1
0
2
0
2
Pictnich,
zz Batted for O'Neill In seventh.
1
1
0
0
0
2
Ayers, p
Seoro by innings:
n
o
0
0
0
0 Boston
7
Hansen, p
400 000 300
O
0
0 0 0 n Cleveland14
Shaw, p
006 000 26x
1
0
0
0
0
0
xShanks
hits Shean,
Summary:
1
0
0
0
0
0
xxAtnsmith
Hooper, Speaker (2), Wood. Three
base hits Ruth, Hooper, C. Thomas.
31 6 6 24 14 4
Totals
Stolen bases Wood, Roth (31. Chapx Butted for Ayers in sixth,
man, Speaker, Graney. Sacrifice bits
xx Batted for Hansen in eighth.
Strunk, Groom, Wambsganss, WilDetroit.
Sacrifice fly Scott. Double
AH. R. IT. PO. A. E. liams.
1
Speaker, O'Neill and Evans;
4
0
0 plays
5
0
Bush, ss
Bases on
0 Wambsganss and Chapman.
4
2
2
3
0
Cobb, lb
Leonard 3, Bush 1: Ruth 2,
1
1
4
2
0 balls
0
Veaoh. If
1,
3,
r.
2, Jones
Bagby
0 Molyneaux
2
0
3
llellmann, rf
1
1
1
1
Gioome 1. Innings pitched Ivconard
Vitt, 3b
x
3
r.
Ruth
Hush
0 2
3
2
0
Walker, cf
McCabe
1
0
Jones
2
2
2
2
Young, 2b
1
1
4
Coumbe 2
0 Bagbv !, Groom 5
0
0
Yelle, c
0 Struck out
0
0
0
0
Bush 2, Groom 2, Coumbe
Poland, p
1
0 1. Wild pitches
0
0
Bush 1. Molyneaux
('. Jones, p
1
0
2
0
2
0
Dauss,
n

16

,1

Two-bas-

e

1

1

.1

1

Mply-nenu-

1

3,

1

1

1

Totals

12 27 12

1

022 020 000
421 020 OOx

C

35

Score by innings:
Washington
Detroit
Two-bas- e
Summary:

9

hit
hit Cobb. Stolen
base Milan.
Sacrifice files Ijavan.
Veach. Double plays Bush to Cobb.
1.
Three-bas-

Heil-man-

Notional League.
No games played;
rain and
grounds.

wet

Bo-lan- d

Johnny Mais, Veteran

Racer,

Meet Johnny Allen of
Albuquerque, . in
Event Tomorrow Afternoon,
Work probably will be begun on the

card scheduled for tomorrow when
F.lfrleda
Mais, world's
champion
woman automobile racer, will drive
against time, nnd Johnny Mais, veteran auto racer, will pit his Mercer
special against J. (!. Allen of
who will drive, a
Paige. The race is in three heats of
three miles each.
"That track Is dangerous." be said.
"At best we are liable to go through
the fence and in Its present condition
it is suicidal to drive fast on it."
Mais overhauled his little racer at
and will
a local garage yesterday
drive a trial run some time today.
Allen spent the day working on his
Paige, which is to lie cut to a regular
racing size. Mais as the challengerof
has the right to name conditions
the race but has merely stipulated
that "both let 'em out to their top
speed." The challenge as accepted by
Allen is ma ile in the interests of the
local Red Cross chapter which will
receive the net proceeds.
Elfrieda Mais will attempt to break
the New Mexico record of a mile in
Mrs. Mais is
1:20 5 for dirt track.
and
a mere slip of a girl, 22 years old, vetyet she manages her racer like a
eran.
She has had many thrilling
on
the track, having
experiences
ploughed through a fence on several
occasions and sustaining, a dangerous
spill on a crowded track on an easternIn
And yet she continues
speedway.
the game." At Minneapolis she won
e
women's record for the
the
world. At. this time she was IS years
of age. Slue entered the racing game
at the age of 17 ami during her five
years has accumulated an array ofa
medals which would startle even
jeweler.
e
race at MinneDuring the
apolis Mrs. Mais was pitted against
Runny Thornton of New York, another famous woman racer. Early in
the race the latter was slowly forcing
when a preparation
her way to front
Vift Iriw.k
l.lcw into her
um:u uwii
eyes. She was unable to manage her
car and threw botn minus im me mi.
As Mrs Mais made her last turn she
saw Miss Thornton's companion sieze
the wheel in order to prevent a col-so
lision: The preparation on the trackwan
she
injured the racer's eyes that
confined to a hospital for two weeks.
regarding the
When
questioned
local track
danger of driving on the shoulders.
Mrs Mais shrugged her
"I'm always taking chances." she
said. "I'm used to soft tracks, i
won't back out. Maybe ir i go inrouKii
a fence I can keep my merrm- un
1
wheels and get out safe anyway.
t'o break that New Mexico
promised
i
.i.n im in the sljite and I in- tend to do It if the Mercer will run
fast enough. That isno not practiularly
reason, barring
fast time and I see
'
the track, why I cannot break it.
It was decided yesierua.v m..i the
cral prizes are to be offered for the
and
touring car At first therace,
latter race
Ford race.
n
lords but
was limited to
and
been taken off con-nethis restriction has enter.
Jack O
any Ford car may
as
assistant
has been employed will furnish
manager of the race andcontenTplatim
details to any drivers
OConnell
entering the. races. , MiV
cor- is eonnected with tin! Auto Sales
five-mil-

five-nil-

free-for-a- ll

ll

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

Salt Iako 2; San Franuiarn DUKE CITY RIFLE
Salt Iake, June 7.
R- H. EScore:
WILL SHOOT
CLUB
1
"
San Francisco
0
8
2
New York 1; St. Louis 0.
Salt Lake
M. SUNDAY
AT
St. Louis, June 7. St. Louis could
Batteries: Kantlelincr and Melvco;
not touch Russell when hits meant Peuner and Koiinick.
association
runs and New York made It three
The Duke' City' Itiflo
1.
national guard
will shoot on the
Vernon 2;
straight. The visitors got their run
in the sixth when (illhooloy singled,
Los Angeles, June 7.
range Sunday. Firing will commence
R. K. B. at 9 o'clock sharp.
went to Heeond on an out and Bcorcd
Score:
e
1
1
6
hit. Score:
on Pratt's
The club wi'.i shoot the 300 yard,
Sacramento
7
2
0 BOO yard and 600 yard ranges, slow
New York.
Vernon
AB. R. IT PO. A. K.
fire.
These ranges arc essential for
Batteries: Bromley and Easterly;
1
4
0
0
2
4
accurate sighting, and developing f
Gilhooley, if
Mitchell und Moore.
Chech,
4
2
Peckinpaugh, ks . . 33 00 01 2 0 0
steady nerve, and are tho main
courses.
I .oh Angeles 4; Oakland ;!.
ranges of the. qualification
Baker, 3b
3
2
0
0
4
This is the second of a series of train7.
June
San
Pratt, 2b
Francisco,
4
0
010 1 0
R. IT. E. ing lessons.
Pipp. lb
Score:
1
0
4
0
0
0
1
8
4
As this is a large program for the
P.odie, If
Los Angeles
(I
0
3
0
0
1
7
3
Miller, cf
Oakland
day all members are urgently requestn
1
1
1
0
3
atod
Hannah, c
Boles; ed to bo on hand early.
Batteries: Crandall
1
0
0
8
3 0 Krauso and Murray.
The Duke City Rifle association Is
Russell, p
not a social organization, but is a
3
1
8 27 12
31
Totals
branch of the war department for the
St. LkiiiK
promotion of military rifle shooting,
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION and its great value at the presenttotime
1
1
be
0
1
0
6
cf
is
to develop expert riflemen
Tobin,
0
4
3
0
used as coaches In tho national army
Austin, 3b
0
0
2
0
6
4
cantonments.
Sisler, lb
At Columbus
0
0
3
Milwaukee
3
0
Demmitt, rf
Owing to the temporary withdrawal
At Toledo I, St. Paul 6.
0
0
0
0 0
0
Malsel. z
of the free issue of ammunition, the
I)
At Louisville 2, KUnsas City 4.
0
0
0
0
0
Severcid. c
club purchased from other sources a
At Indianapolis 0, Minneapolis 1.
0
1
4
0
0
2
Smith. If
supply of ammunition at $2 per 100
0
4
1
3
1
0
Gedeon. 2b
It Is giving 120 rounds of
rounds.
this ammunition free to all members.
Nunamaker, c .... 2 0 0 3 1 0
1
2
0
0
0
0
The club has been recently notified
Hale, c
that the government has authorized
Hcndrix, zz, rf . . . 1 0 0 1 0 0 SOUTHERN
ASSOCIATION
1
4
0 0
0
3
the free isue of ammunition again,
Oerber, bs
1
0
0
0
0
and will Issue Winchester muskets,
Johns, i.il
0
0
3
0
ammunition and target carriers for an
Shocker, p
At Little Rock 4, Momphis 2.
1
1
0
0
0
0
indoor range.
Johnson, zzzz
At New Orleans 4, Mobile 2.
At
0.
1
8,
Atlanta
6
36 0 8 27
Chaattanooga
Totals
To Amend Army Draft Law.
At Nashville 3, Birmingham 4.
z
Wahsington, June 7. Amendments
Han for Demmitt in eighth.
to extend the army draft law to all
zz Batted for Hale in eighth.
men between the ages of 18 and 45
zzz Batted for Gerber in ninth.
were offered by Senators Cummins of
zzzz Batted for Shocker In ninth.
WESTERN LEAGUE
Iowa, and France of Maryland .today
000 001 0001
New York
when the senate military committee
000
000
St. Louis
0000
began consideration of the twelve
Two-bas- e
billion dollars army appropriation bill
hit Pratt.
Summary:
At Oklahoma
postbaBo Peckinpaugh.
Double poned, rain.
Stolen
passed by tht) house.
play Austin (unassisted). Bases on
4.
At
Hutchinson
St.
0;
Joseph
balls Off Kuasell 2, off Shocker 2
At Wichita 1; Sioux City 2.
Struck out By Russell 1, by Shocker 4. '
Ilobltell Army Dentist.
Cleveland,
Ohio, June 7. First
Cleveland 11: Boston 7.
Baseman Dick Hobitell of the BosCleveland O., June 7. Cleveland ton
Americans, who recently enlisted
and Boston engaged in an
dental corps of the army, today
Cleveland
contest,
winning. received orders from the government
Nine pitchers were employed, six, by to
to Fort (,)glothoi pe, Ga. Ho
Boston and three by Cleveland. Clove- - willreport
leave the team Sunday.
Hoblitzell becomes a second lieuten1-
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15 STUDENTS
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Theu tiny
ire tupwior to Bsleam

(8)

ef Copaiba, Cubtbi or

nectlens,nd
RELIEVES

In

(MIDYJ

24 HOURS tlit
mm dlamei with-tInconvwltnc.

ut

(.

BoM

bralldrwrult.

ENLIST

CP AND DUCHESS
The Crand Duchess Serge of Rus
sia, Hiiiter to the Marchioness of Mil
ford Haven (Princess Louis of Bat
tenberg), was arrested at her rcsl
deuce by order of the Council of
with being
Commissaries,
charged
connected in an attempt to.
the imperial government.

17 Classed With

Slackers by Draft
Board of County
names (;f seventeen delin- have liccil made pnlilie by $
Hie IfHiil draft board and notices
have been sen. to the sheriff of
the county lin(l (lit- elder of p- lice here to upprehend the men !
and iH'M)it to (lie Jxard when
they are ill custody. The men arc ZS
d
a slacken for their rail- ore to appear fur eamiiiat jons
when ordered.
'
The imitCH of the men with 8
their addroses us shown by their
registration record, follow:
John Sherman, Miigdalena, N.
y.: .Manuel t haver,, Mix Pndil- -I. ills .Muni., Old Albuy las, X.
hiiqiteiquc; Itoy .F. Bright., Savoy- 8
I
hotel; ci llliii .Marline. MiniKerlhaiiiel Smith, 42.1
qiierqne:
" West. Lead, Albuquerque; Balhino
S
I
W.
Itaagas, Albuquerque;
t Blanks. Ogdoii. I la li: Michclc
'I lie

(incut

S

J-

i-

-

cla-sc-

t
?

e
'

Albu- Baiiieri, S I I l ',ast
qucrqiic; I rank Torrcn,- :tn7 Hon li
Nfiii(l. Albuquerque- Caslmirlo
l.ueio tJartia, Iji Tijcrus, X. M.j
Santa i'mi. Knhcdra, Old Alhu- quorquo; I rank liclnsqiic. Alhu- qucrqiic: .luaii Antonio Armijo
irf-an-

8

be restored to perfect healthy
Our chief medical adviser is an an-- ;
thority on blood and skin disorders,
and he will take pleasure in giving
you such .advice as your individual
case may 'need, absolutely without
cost. Write
describing your
case to medical department, Swift
Swift
434
io
Co.,
Laboratory.
Specif
Atlanta, Ga.

RAFFLED

3

CITIZEN

tuto-mobil-

8

$

one-ha-

.

$

The Albuquerque Stars will plav
their first giime with the Highland
Sluggers at Hopewell field at 1:15
o'clock Sunday afternoon.
There will
be no admission and tho
general pub.
lie is invited.
Both teams are In trim from hav.
ing played former games this season
and a hard fought contest is expected.
The Slugg.-rhave suffered but two
defeats this season, one at the hands
of the Happys here and th other at
E.staticia n week ago. Tho Sluggers
are negotiating with tho
Estancla
team for a return game here In tho
near future.
The game tomorrow 1". tho result
(If a challenge the Stars made to the
Sluggers a week ago and which the
latter acceptec'. The line tip will he".
Stars Sandergard, 0; Miller, p;
Howe, lb: liusiiy, 2b; Lobato,
Sb;
Cook, ss; Hunt, rf; Stumpf, cf; CovIf.
ert,
Pena. lb; Guevara, 2b:
Sluggers
Burns, :ih; M. Chaves, ss; Chaves, c;
D. Chaves, If: Oullliunis, cf; Cordova,
rf; Armijo, p.

CROWDER'S ORDER NOT
TO INJURE BASEBALL
(V MOHNINH JOURNAL SPECIAL L.KAMD WIRB)
St. Louis, Mo., June T.- Ban John-

son, president of the American league,
tonight said he did not believe Provost Marshal
Crowder's
(Jeneral
"work or fight" order would materially interfere with baseball.
"I believe baseball will continue
with as good players after July as before," Johnson said. "Many of our
best players are married and are in
and
deferred
draft classification,
many of them would be unabla to
earn enough money at other work to
supply the wants of their dependents.
Of course, some will bo affected by
'
tho order."

fBV

Kauff to Army.

.

nicer,', who will
!

'

,::

IN Rf

d

(

elMiuiplou automobile

(M

RED

e.

Shu Antonio, X. .M.; Xicodcniu
.lames
Montoyu, Albuquerque)
CIciik-ik'.Mitchell,
Dell) nig. X.
M.; Flavian.) SalM'dru, Albuqucr- ue.
The government urovMes an
f unusually heavy Miuilty for those
e wIki rail to apear for exniiiiua- tion or Induction.
f

ARMY

.

CERTIFICATE
WILL PAY INCOME TAXES

TREASURY

A letter from Lewis T. Carpenter,
deputy internal revenuo icollector at
Phoenix, Ariz., received here yester-

day is as follows:
"Phoenix, Ariz.. June R, IS' IS.
"To the Taxpayer:
"It, is requested by the treasury department that any person or persons
owing income or enccss profits taxes
who have previous'y purchased treasg
ury certificates of indebtedness
Juno 25, 1918, should use said
certificates in payment of their taxes.
"These certificates will be accepted
at par with accrued interest.
"Respectfully,
"LEWIS T. CARPENTER,"
"Collector."
mat-turin-

SEALED BIDS
Sealed bids will be received on and
before June 28, 1918, at the office of
the County Clerk of Bernalillo County, New Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.
M., for furnishing and driving sixteen
piles and fourteen
piles forming an extension of the
Jftty or breakwater at the west bank
of the Rio Grande above the west end
of the Barelas bridge, in Los Ranches
de Atrisco.
Said work to be done under tho
supervision of the County Surveyor
and in accordance with, specifications
on file in the office of the County
Clerk. Copies of said specifications
are to be obtained from the County
Surveyor.
Bidders must inclose check payable
to the County of Bernalillo for 10 per
cent of the amount of bids.
Bids will be opened and contract lot
to lowest and best bidder at the meeting of the County Commissioners of
Bernalillo County to be held at 2 p.
28. 1918, at the
m., Friday, June
Court House of Bernalillo county.
The Board of County Commission- ers reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
bidder will be reThe successful
quired to furnish a satisfactory bond,
to
law.
in double the
according
amount of his bid, and contractor will
not be permitted to begin work without equipment adequate to the satisfactory completion of the work.
ALFRED GRT'NSFELD.
Chairman, Board of County Commissioners.
NESTOR MONTOYA, County Clerk.

seven-passeng-

$

Pomeroy, O., June 7. Benny Kauff
outfielder for the New York giants,
today was ordered by his local draft
board to report for military service
on June 24.
FJfried Mais,
old woman
Journal Wants Bring Results drive at Traction park tomorrow,

0

X

ant.

CAPSULES

promptly reach the seat of the trouble'
and forever rout from the blood every
trace of the disease, just as it has for
others who have suffered as you have.
This grand blood remedy has been
used for more than fifty years, and
you have only to give it a fair trial to

Ho-ga-

1

....

and
Eczema, Tetter, Erysipelas,
other terrifying conditions of the skin,
d
are
blood diseases, and
applications of salves, lotions and
Genevo Lora Arrested by the washes can only afford temporary rewithout reaching the real scat of
Police on Charge of Assault lief,
the trouble.
But just because local
treatment
has done you no good, there
Kill
His .Common-la- w
is no reason to despair.
You simply
have not sought the proper treatment,
Wife in Rooming House,
that is within your reach.
You have the experience of others
who have suffered as you have to
to
murdet
an
with
attempt
Charged
guide you to a prompt riddance of
his common law wife. Oenovo
blood and skin diseases.
No matter
was arrested at 2:30 o'clock yesterday
Thomas
afternoon by Patrolman
The Mexican was arraigned before Municipal Judge W. W. McClel-laat 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon
OF
and was held for the grand jury. His
dein
and
at
was
Jl.'HH)
fixed
bond
fault he was committed to the county
jail.
The alleged assault occurred in the
room of the woman at the tiraystone
hotel. 21
West tlold avenue. Iora
rode to Albuquerque from Bos Chavez
and arrived here yesterday. He went
to the room and a short time later
IN
other roomers heard a violent quarrel
In tho room.
nntfied
Hogan
They
who was acting ns traffic officer at
Second street and Central avenue.
The officer rushed at once to the All
Except One Joii Cavalry
rooming house.
As Hogan entered a hallway of the
or
Cavalry Band; Some to
room the woman rushed out of a door.
the man pursuing her. Hogan reportVisit
at Home Before Going
ated that Lora held a knife and was
tempting to kill the woman with it
Into
Active
Duty.
Hogan arrested the Mexican and it
was found that he had already stabbed
the woman in the back. A physician
was summoned who dressed
the The rush of applicants for the army
wound. The woman's condition Is not which had been under way for several
serious.
and subsided several days ago,
In police court I.ora admitted he weeks
was resumed yesterday when fifteen
had attempted to kill the woman.
"I came ull the way from Los Chav students of the Indianof school were acthe applicants
Everyone
ez to kill her and a man with whom cepted.
cavalry or the cavshe was too friendly," he remarked Joined either the one.
Tho
latter was
band,
except
alry
10 ne juoge.
Henry Tallman, who enlisted in the
That the woman would undoubtedlv field
artillery. There were only three
have been killed had not the officer
for physical disability.
arrived when ho did. was the state rejections
Those
ment last night of police officers. The Paso werewho left last night for El
Remijo Abeita, Prank V.
knife penetrated her back between
Spenser, Henry Talthe shoulders and a second thrust Francisco, HarryNorcross
and Bennio
lman, Walker
undoubtedly would have slain her.
Tohe.
The others who enlisted will leave
for their respective homes for a visit
before going into active service. These
include Abel Paisano, Romero Vallo,
AUTO
Thomas E.Hathorn, leader of the Indian school band, Frank A. Hathorn.
Edward T. Tsyitee. Tootsanie Teller,
the Institution's- star baseball twirler,
and
Sam .Lincoln, Keyrto
George
Francisco Chino.
.Twenty students of the Indian
school left yesterday
morning for
French, N. M., to work In the beet
fields.
of
175
A
DE
students, acER
party
companied by OCorgo F. Dutt, principal of the school, and Arthur K.
Zwlcksi. left for their homes west of
Albuquerque last night. Some live at
Lnguna. others at Acomita, McCartys,
H. H. McDonald. Van hotel, DenWlnslow and Holbrook.
ver, Colo., is the winner of the autoMen llnlistcd In Mif.
Firty-o- n
mobile which was raffled by Mr. and
Private Paul T. Young, in chargl
Mrs. (). Bachechi, for the benefit of
station, was credited
the Red Cross chapter here. For $1, of the recruitingforwarded
tho largest
having
Jlr. McDonald became solo owner of with
number of recruits from any substaa Pratt
ear which is tion to El Paso during May, accordeasily worth J2.000. The drawing ing to word received here yesterday,
was held yesterday afternoon i:i the the total
being fifty-onChamber of Commerce looms. Miss
Two more New Mexicans have been
Nannlo Jones drew the lots. Before cited for extreme gallantry in action
the. drawing it was ag.ved that four in France: Sergeant William A. Rulo-fornumbers were to be discarded and the
of Roswell and James Hatcher
fiftn be leclared winner of lie)
county, botli
of
Monument, Eddy
Mr. McDonald's number was serving in tho marine
corps, both
fifth. He held No. 27(1. Ho was immeholding their ground In face of a vioorders to
lent enemy attack until
diately notified of his success.
A total of $1,608 was realized for withdraw.
of tho New
More than
the Bed Cross chapter here from the
raffle. Just previous to the drawing Mexico men in tho military and naval
Mr. Bachechi purchased l ftoen tickservice are volunteers.
ets at $1 each and gave them to the
Hod Cross. Had ono of those been the
lucky nurnber the Ked Cross would G. P. A. LEARNS THAT
have owned the machine and benefitMIGRATORY BIRD BILL
ted by its raffle In addition.
Before the raffle the sale of tickets
IS PASSED BY HOUSE
and the. names and numbers were
carefully audited in order that no
from the
ticket might be missing
The Albuquerque Game Protective
basket when tho drawing occurred. association last night received word
teo
of
This work occupied a commit
that the enabling act for the nugafive from 11 o'clock yesterday morntory bird treaty had passed the house
aftero'clock
4:45
until
yesterday
ing
of representatives by a vote of 248 to
noon. At the drawing a commilto of Ull, only one amendment being adoptbusiness men. all of tho Red Cross ed. Tho act is a ratification of a treaty
work srs in the building and reprewith Canada, providing uniform laws
sentatives of the daily papers were for migratory birds In Canada and
present.
tho United States ,and marks tho
When the drawing was completed termination of a two years' struggle
Mr. and Mrs. Bachechi notified the on the part of game protective assocommittee in charge that they would ciations to get the matter before conbear all the expenses of the raffle. gress. Tho state association has been
This includes the expenses of print- Identified with the campaign to put
ing tho raffle tickets, tho expenses of the bill through congress.
committees which visited other towns
,The act also provides for. the uniin tho state to sell tickets and numerversal prohibition against market
ous minor items. In reality the Italhunting, the universal bag limit probians have given close to $2,000. The ably to be fifteen birds and insures
automobile was worth more than the the prohibition of spring shooting
sale of tickets brought and in addifrom the Artie ocean to the Mexican
tion to their magnanimous gift they border.
at
opportunevery
have contributed
ity to the Red Cross. Their loyalty
to this institution is inspired by the SUMMER TERM TO OPEN
work of the American Red Cross to
IN SCH00LSJEXT WEEK
wounded and ill Italian soldiers and
both have become untiring workers
is
proBachechi
Mr.
In Us behalf.
The summer term in all the city
prietor of tho Bachechi Mercantile schools will open at 8 o'clock Monday
company here.
morning. The schools will be open
from 8 to 12 o'clock each school
morning, there being no afternoon
FALLING HORSE PINS
sessions.
summer schools are not only
RIDER'S LEG BENEATH for"The
students to make up back work
said Superintendent John Milne last
Emeterlo Pena, 20 years old, who night, "but also for new courses ana
lives at Sixteenth street and New mainly the latter. Some students
York avenue, was slightly injured yes- think it Is a disgrace to go to summer
he was school. They want to get that idea
terday afternoon when a horse
riding fell to the pavement at Kighth
out of their head.'
street and Copper avenue. Pena sustained a severely bruised foot.
Th i.nv whs riding the horse west 13 ARRESTEDON
when a boy on a bicycle rode extreme
TRAFFIC CHARGES
neu woo.
ly close to tne norses
passing. The animal became frightened and in Jumping to one side fell,
At midnight the police had ar- pinning the leg of the rider beneath
on
rested
thirteen
persons
inthe
attended
it. Dr. M. K. Wylder
of violating the traffic
charges
lad.'
jured
ordinance. The majority of the
offenders were without tail lights
The cases will te tried this morn- NOT GUILTY PLEA IS
lng in municipal court.
ENTERED BY RUSSELL 9

'to

Yi

dirt speedway at Traction park this
morning, preparatory to the racing

two-bas-

.

if "131

ile

PDavid' Weinman will act as finanadALBUQUERQUE
STARS
cial agent for the ne Cross. An
mission fee of CO cents will be charged
and
TO
CROSS
BATS
WITH
to the park In Old Albuquerque the
the net proceeds will bo given to
SLUGGERS
TOMORROW
Red Cross.

n.

e

Bases on balls Ayers 4, Shaw
4. Jones
Innings
3, Dauss 2.
2
Jones 11-pitched Boland
Dauss 5, Ayers 5, Hansen 2, Khaw 1.
Struck out Ayers 1, Dauss I. Wild
pitrh Boland.

DURING QUARREL

n

land also worked a triple steal in Hie
seventh, stealing seven bases altogether off Schang. Score:
Boston.
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
3
2
1
2
1
0
Hooper, rf
Strunk, cf
Ruth, cf p
Mclnnis, lb
K. Thomas, 3b
Scott, S3
Schang. c
Leonard, p
Bush, p

SAFE; REPAIRED

This Question Is Ever on the how terrifying the irritation, no mat
ter how unbearable the itching and
burning of the skin, S. S. S. wilt
Lips of the Afflicted.
deep-seate-

.609
.591
.564
.011
.488

Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Ixyis at New York.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at Boston.

Shewn,

4

Pet.

23
21
25
25
25

21

LOCAL HOTEL

.442

18

24
20

II

E OGAL TRACK NO T

.83
.42

u

28
26

Detroit

riiltailelphla,
4
:i
4
4
3
4
4

7

Philadelphia

Chicago, June 7. Myers' wildness
enabled Chicago to win from Philadelphia. Myers forced a run in the
fourth when he allowed a hil and issued three passes. Shannon's stop of
a terrific drive from E. Collins' but
was the fielding feature. Score:
Jitmiction. if
Oldrlnn. If
Walker, cf
Hums. lb

.545

18

20
21
24
23

1

AMKRIC.W

Pet.
.700

Brooklyn

Where Can I Find Relief From
Itching, Terrifying Eczema?

-,

.12
13

St. Louis

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, June 8, 1918.
Russian DucKess
AUTO HAGER SAfS
MAN SI ABBED
Caught in Attempt
to Reinstate Czar

MORNINC JOUNNAk BPICIAk

LtAtf O

WIRE)

El Paso. Tex., June 7. William G.
Russell, banker find cattleman of
Lubbock, Tex., pleaded "not guilty"
todav to the charge of murder in connection with the killing of Charles
Qualey, a New York and Kl Paso mining man, here January 2. The Jury
which will try Russell on this charge
was obtained at the morning session
today and after the reading of the indictment and the formal plea made
by the defendant, the taking of testi'
mony was begun.
Night sessions will be held during

the trial.

.

lf

The United States Fuel Administra
tion say: "Order the coal. Don't wish
you had." SWASTIKA Is the great

heat producer.

DUM-

QIBSON-ITA-

BER COMPANY.

Phone

8S3.

Fuel Administrator
The
says. "GET YOUR COAL IN
NOW; IT WON'T MILDEW."
The HAHN COAL COMPANY
has the kind that won't mildew
or slack. Phone 91.

PILLS
SHRANI).
CHICHESTER
A
.
Dlmd

Brand,
IMlls in Hrd and Uold meUlilcX '
tewed witn viua kiddod.
no
other. Buy oryonr Z. --i
Tike
fof
ttramtfnU Ask
II RAND FILLS, for 8ft
C'ht.clMWtr-boxes,

nui knewn M Best, Safest, Atwiys Reliable
if SOLD
BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

THE WM. FARft COMPANY
Wholesale
FRUHH

and

AND

Retail

SALT

Dealer

Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the
Market Trices Are Paid

Ruling

LUMBER
Paints, Oils, Rlnss, ainlthnld Roofing
and lSuildlng I'nper.

J. C. BALDRIDGE

LUMBER

COMPANY

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

Phone 446.

220 West Gold.

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor!
are In a position to give
more vmuu ior mc money man
any other tfULLDINU FIRM In
this Ticlnity.
Office With '

X Vie

I The Superior

t

Lum- -

ber & Mill Co.
PHONE

877

Hudson for Signs
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First Security League

ILL

Member to Die in War

S. CITIES

SUBS'

iSOUITO

FLEET

CHOWDER TO ACT Wealthy Amateur

Sailors With

CLASS

COAST

Germany's Effort to Terrorize
America Meets Calm Defiance From People of Threatened Region,

f

NAVY DEPARTMENT IN

,Jvj

,

,

-

ats

Bombardment
of unfortified coast towns on the Atlantic seaboard, air raids by
brought over by large
cruiser submarines, and extension of
the danger zone to ail shipping in the
Atlantic lane to Europe and South
America, tace America today, since
the operations of German submarines
off the United States coast.
Fourteen months ago Henry Wood-housgovernor of the Aero Club of
America, pointed out the possibility
of aerial raids on New York and our
coast cities, as a corollary of submarine activity on this side of the tAtlan- hydro-uirplan-

e,

.'

,f
BOWAUD

doors.
The sinking of American ships by
the subs on this side is only a fore- -'
runner of what we may expect. If we
awaken some night to the dropping
of high explosive bombs In our streets
we need not be surprised.
Certain action has already been
taken by 'the government to prepare
for such raids, but of course, if they
prow an actuality, our air defense in
all cities along the Atlantic and Gulf
coaHt must be built up to rival the
defenses of London and Paris.
Another thing that must bo faced
Is the bombarding
of unedfended
coast resorts.
Shelled.
Itesorls arc
The English watering plates along
the coasts were repeatedly shelled
by German light forces during the
earlier part of the war, for two purposes in a campaign of frightfulness
by which tho Hun has always thought
he could frighten his opponent, and
secondly, In an effort to cause such
a demand for protection of the coast
towns that the British grand fleet in
the North sea would 'he sent along tho
English coast to protect the towns,
thus permitting the German high seas
fleet to break through the cordon.
Neither result was achieved.
The British were not frightened,
nor did tho British admiralty make
the mistake of dispersing the fleet
for the mere protection of coast towns
against raiders.
Will Want Fleet Back.
If the German submarines do bombard our coast towns, such as Atlantic
City, Asbury Park, Ocean City, and
other undefended places, there will
be pressure fram local interests to
bring back our fleet to protect our
own shores.
Our own navy department will

Making
Available
for Service at Once.

MtCtVXE K7IK

Captain Edward MoClure Peters,
Jr., of Brooklyn Is the tirst member
of the National Security League to
give his lifo to his country In the
present war. Captain Peters joined
the National Security League, March
1G, 19Ui. He went to the front as first
lieutenant of Company H, Sixteenth
United States infantry. When killed
ho was acting captain of a machine
gun battalion. His father. Captain
Edward McClure Peters, who is commandant of the L". S. S. training ship
"Adams," at Hosebank, Staten Isl
and, Is also a member of the National Security League. Captain Peter's
mother has established a life membership in the league in his memory.
make no such mistake.
Such isolated raids, while they may
do some damage to property, will have
no effect on the war; neither, will the
bombarding from the air by submarine-mothered
airplanes have a
effect.

Adequate air defenses will be built
up against such attacks, but raids of
this character can only come at considerable intervals, and Germany will
not be permitted to transfer the war
from over there io over here.
German strategy, If it plans wholesale submarine operations on this
side of the Atlantic, hopes to create
such a reign of terror on this side
that we may not continue to give effective aid to our allies abroad. She
hopes to divert us from our main purpose in the war, to the mere defense
of our own coasts and shipping.
Scout Craft Head)',
The naval machinery to meet submarine operations on this side was
perfected long ago. Jt began to operate tho day war was declared.
Today, many hundreds of scout
craft of every kind, from light cruisers
and destroyers down to motor launches, are patrolling the coast from end
to end. Naval dirigibles and air
planes are Increasing in numbers.
Mining and netting operations are
very extensive.
Tho naval reserve forces manning
the coast patrol operations have had
more than a year to perfect the offshore and Inshoro defenses against

tho submarine.
These men of "N. R. F.", sometimes Jokingly referred to by other
branches of the. service as the "Never
Beach France" men, now have the
same opportunity to distinguish themselves as the hardworking seamen In
the British pavy trawler and motor
launch service have had. The navy
department believes they will give
Just as goood an account of themselves.
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Fruits and

cm bkeakeast
TOODS CONTAINING

Vegetables

Oranges, Bananas, Apples, Pie and Eating
Cherries, Cantaloupes, Native Beets,
Turnips, Peas, etc.
NEW ARRIVALS
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La France Laundry Tablets, save time and

Dainty Bread
Thrift Stamps, at the Cashier's desk

IN OUR
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i:amiiw Questionnaires.

"You will therefore issue instructions that they shall Immediately proceed to a careful examination of all
the Questionnaires and records in the
classes of cases hereinafter Indicated
ana mane suen recommendations to
mo local ooarus as incy may oeem
Local boards, government
necessary.
appeal agents and members of legal
boards
should direct special
advisory
attention to the following classes of
cases:
"Class 2 A and D; class 3 A, B and
C, and class 4 A. Thousands of registrants are now in class 4 who should
bo In class two or class one. Government appeal agents should be instructed to appeal every case where
the reclassification is not convincing-

correct.

ly

j

i

"Tho activities of local boards, appeal agents and members of legal advisory board is not limited to tho
classes of cases above Indicated but
the same corrective measures should
be applied to all other cases of deferred classification when the same
appears necessary."
"liocal boards should set aside a
special week In June to bo called
class one week to conduct examinations of doubtful cases. Classifications
should be scientifically adjusted now
so as to avoid the necessity of proceeding to the deferred classes. The
remedy Is yours to apply.
Inquire Into Doubtful Cases.
"It is important ajso that corrective
procedure should be applied where
necessary In case of boards showing
unusually high percentages of class
one. Where there are no apparent
explanations for such high percentthe
ages you should make Inquiry-to- of
ascerproper hoards with a view
taining whether the boards have cor
rectly applied the regulations.
"A:so instruct all local boards to reexamine under ho new standards is-of
phvsieal examination now being
sued all doubtful cases which may
have fallen Into group li. group C or
group 11, with tho particular purpose
of finding men physically fit for genhave
eral military service who may menbeen placed in one of tho above
tioned groups and of removing to
special and
group C, as qualified forsuch
men as
limited military service
been
totally remay heretofore have
jected or placed in the deferred
remediable group."
.o Further Extensions,

the

paramount

necessity of the nation is the raising
of an army, the provost marsnai genoffice today, declared there
eral's
-- ..iri i,
nn further extension of ex- classes of
.niinna in sneclalized
or otherwise, than
Agriculture
n rea (IV have been given.
tn have been especially ex
m,.tH in the nast because It was
exdeemed necessary, but with the
In many
haustion of class one men
i
agricultural laborers pre
Into
viously put at the bottom will go
higher claBsmcauona.

ii,
I

uti.
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Cream Whip (whips any ordinary table cream) ... .25c
30c and 35c
Muscadine Punch, pints and quarts
40c
Solitaire Spiced Figs,
jars...
Curtice Bros. Blue Label Brandied Peaches,
$1.00
jars
Curtice Bros. Blue Label Pickled Peaches,
jars, $1.10
Curtice Bros. Blue Lable Pickled Pears,
jars. .$1.10
T.30c
Fancy Artichoke Hearts, No. 3 tins
Wright's, Silver Cream (cleans and polishes silver-

ware)

fV MORN.NO JOURNAL RUCIAL LEASED Wll
Washington, June 7. A gnir.i
of classifications tinder the selective service act whs started todav
Provost.
by
Marshal General Crowder
when he telegraphed to the governors
of all states ordering investigations to
determine the reason for the small
number of registrants in class one in
some localities.
It is expected that the rearrangement will brin-- Into cla&s one more
than 500.000 men.
Cases where registrants were married after passage of the draft act will
bo carefully considered
and if evidence warrants classification in class
one, boards will proceed to reclassify
them.
Married men
whose wives
havo sustaining incomes probably will
be reclassified,
"This office has reached the conclusion," said the provost
marshal
general, "that corrective procedure
can be made most effective by revision by the local boards with the
hearty and active assistance of government appeal agents and members
of legal advisory boards.

noitnratlmr that

"WHEAT..

;

in

500,000 Draftees

;
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War at Our Doors.
What seemed then a remote possibility is today an immediate probability.
America is for the first time face
to faco with real war at her very

of peaco constitute very largely the
personnel of the fleets of motor
launches winch have played are important part in most of tli0 British Baa
operations In tho English Channel
during the past three and a half
years. In the recent Zeelrngge affair
more man a score or uiem were en-- !
gaged,, putting up the smoke screen
and acting as "mosquito escort" to the
destroyers and other ships engaged.
Tho yachtmen who man these
launches entered the naval service at
the beginning of the war with an intimate knowledge of the waters
around the British Isles, and also of
the French and Belgian coastal waters,
so that they were aide to perform
many important services.
American Laumvs Vsed.
Dozens of the launches which they
pilot are of American manufacture.
Many others, especially those used in
the early days of tho war, were fast
pleasure craft, lent to the admiraltr
and usually commanded by their owners, who received commissions in the

n

Rearrangements Ordered That
Result

100

.....30c

worry.... 6c
. . . .

.10c
.25c

PER CENT SANITARY

MEAT MARKET
You will find Fancy Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton; Brains,
'
Hens and Broilers
d
Sweetbreads,
Home-dresse-

,

,

United States Food Administration License

j
No.

.... ,...,.
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After
again at
Water canyon, ten miles frome Magdalena. Kight or ten men are iip.ucu
will oe in
at present and thee number
as soon as con
creased to twenty-fivriitinnu timtifv.
The Water Canyon Manganese comlast' week with
pany was incorporated
nr-irvoith nf Socorro. George H.
.Tohnsnn and I.. O. Butler of. New
med as directors in the ap
New Mexico charter.
plication for the
Mr. Butler Is tn the east at present
raising capital for a sawmill to con
centrate the meidum grade ores.
Tho new mine will place Socorro
county on the list as a manganese producing section.'
7.

...i,r

RETURNS
FROM

f

COMPANY

BEGINS OPERATIONS
IN MAGDALENA MINE

SEDILL0

W. L. HAWKINS
Phones 393394-3- 95

MANGANESE

A. M. to 9 P. M.
9
COME EARLY BEFORE GOODS ARE PICKED

(Ananrliitvd Vnn$ f'irrri.i,,nil.n,'0,)
June 4. Men who
were amateur ynchtmcn in the days

RECLASSIFICATION OF

Will

A rare economizing opportunity for men on things for summer wear. These values are special for Today,

lover, England,

J

WASHINGTON

Hon. A. A. Sedlllo, whom Governor
appointed as delegate to the
convention of the League to Enforce

Peace at Philadelphia, has returned
home. While east Mr. Sedlllo visited
Washington and was admitted to practice tn the United States supreme
court. -

volunteer reserve.
It is true that these men hud only
been amatelur sailors, but their local
knowledge' was often equal to that of
the professional fisherman, and to
this preliminary advantage they soon
added the benefits derived from intensive courses of naval instruction.
At present all these men have become
professional and qualified members of
tho British "Senior Service."
Sub la rlvpn D.mn.
Although these motor launches are
built primarily for fast partol work,
they usually carry a serv ceable gun.
and in several cases have given a giod
account of themselves in a fignt. A
frw days ago, a German submarine
sifrhted an American sailing ship and
attac ked her. Before the
could do any damage, however, a
watchful motor launchappeared and
The enemy, taken by
opened fire.
surprise, was compelled to with Ira w
hU attention from tho American and
defend himself against his tiny en1.'- mv. The sailing ship esc.iful without
sustaining any 'dam?;, and the su'i- marine was compelled to submerge
under a rain of shells.
The motor launch fleet tones technically under the head, o "A'uial-iar- y
patrol" In the admiralty lodgers,
a r'reo which is share.! by Us part- ner, the trawler fleet. The tr.iwkr
patrol Is manned mainly by fisher- men, as the motor launches are
An indication
manned by yachtmen.
of the
of tho essential democracy
Pritish character is to bd found in
which exists
the
tho men of the trawlers and
tho men of tho motor launches.

fOR TODAY ONLY

VALUES

Intimate Knowledge of British Waters of Big Aid in
Sea Activity.

MANY MEN IS LIKELY

Hundreds of Scouts and Patrols Comb Sea in Search
for
Lurking Along
Atlantic Lanes,
New York, June 7.

AROUSES

1

Provost Marshal General Orders Governors to Make
Thorough Investigation So
as to Determine the Cause.

READINESS, SAYS. CHIEF
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CREWS OF

REGISTRANT S
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Men's Night Shirts
(slightly soiled at

Panama Hats, regular values to

(?1 (7F

$4.00, sale

Men's Sox, a special
lot at

price

i

To clean up our stock, we have
1
a lot of Straw Hats

r
nr
rftlv

Wash Ties, two

fr

Sport Shirts

39 C

..

OVER.

rA
OJ

r

1

LoL

,,ovg. Waists
or

LiUV,

Boys' Dress Shirts

QQn
OJL

at

j jon p0uarSf an exceptional val
j

ue if you can find your size
lot

(A

25 C

j11"8

Our Shirt Sale for Men Is Now On

!

Exceptional values in Work Shirts, Dress Shirts, Shirts with
Collar Attached, Shirts with Detachable Collars, Shirts with
Soft and Stiff Cuffs All in the newest styles, patterns and
fabrics. Below we quote the prices
All Shirts that sold to
75c on sale for
All Shirts that sold to
$1.50 on sale for
All Shirts that sold to
$2.00 on sale for.
All Shirts that sold to
$2.50 on sale for.
All Shirts that sold to
$3.00 on sale for.

All Shirts that sold to
$3.50 on sale for . .
All Shirts that sold to
$4.50 oh sale for. .
All Shirts that sold to
$5.50 on sale for. .
All Shirts that sold to
$6.50 on sale for. .
All Shirts that sold to
$7.50 on sale for. .

59c
QC
VuK,

$1.45
$1.95
$2.45
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SEE GREAT WINDOW DISPLAY

Golden Rule Dry Goods Company
"WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE"
j
j

ft

ip

IRIS

FRIENDS

PLEASED

HUNS SURRENDER

NEWSFRQM FRONT
MOWN. MO

JOU.N.L IFICIAL

t.D

!

MAGDALENA REGION
VISITED BY RAINS

,...

.ONOtKC.
iu,.wHUitn1i. N. M..

UOKH.NO JOURNAL)

June 7. Manga- serious
tho drouth, which had become
-in this gection, magna. una.
week.
this
showers
several good
wonn-- t.
frnm Hurley, in the north
west section, and from Horse Springs
miles to the west, say mM'
eightyhnvo
filllen.
.ain.
The stock which was In a serious
the range, owing to lack
on
condition
of water will be greatly benefited and
the
probably in most
ranchmen.
cases-saved-t-

CL0VIS
DROWNS IN SWIMMING

FIREMAN

AT

finvls. k. M.. Juno 7. Fred Melton
of the Clovis fire,
age 21. a member drowned
was
Tuesday
department
nia-hin the pool in the Santa Fe
t
bona here.
Melton with several young men had
been in the pool but several minutes
when he was noticed to be struggling.
His actions did not arouse suspicion
of his drowning until It was too lat6
and he sank.
Melton had jiiBt reached his twenty-first birthday and would have been
one of the new registrants for the
army. He had been a member of the
fire apartment tor two year.
'

RIGRT AND LEFT

Saxons, the Wuertemberg troops and
others may go without.
It must not be Imagined, however,
that they did not put Up a fight this
momlner, for their offlcors were
among them urging them on, but the
marines, dashed into them yelling llko
Indians and plying bayonet and rifle.
One marine who was taking back a
prisoner ran into two German officers and ten men. He tackled hem
with his rifle and bayBlnglchandr-onet, killing hc.th the officers and
wounded seven of tho men.
Another sergeant was about to take
a prisnor when tho German threw
himself on tho ground and dischargen
his revolver at the American after
That settled
calling him "comrade."
the German, for tho sergeant shot
him, aa tin did four others who also
had surrendered but refused to put
up their hands.
Go Forward In Four Waves.
Tho marines advancing in tho Uclleau wood region went forward in
four waves In open formation. Tho
men In tho first wave wore for the
most part armed with rifles and
bombs, while the rear waves wore
equipped with automatic rifles. With
them came squads) of machine Runners lugging their collapsible guns.
and toilThey crossed tho open spaceover
like
bent
ed up tho Blopes
gnomes. The trenches the marines
visible from
passed over were clearly deserved
tho
below but thev hardly
name, for they woro simply lines of
hold
little holes, each big enough to lacka man, while barbed wire was Intering There was some, however.
laced among the trees of Helloau
wood, nut the marines pushed their
way through it.
The artillery fire that preceded the
attack lasted an hour and waspre-of
especial Intensity for five minutes went
ceding the time when marines
over tho top. French and American
batteries both took part In the firing, putting down a rolling barrage
and then shifting to tho roads behind
the kGerman lines.
Forestall Hun Attack.
in going In
It appears the marir.es.
forestalled an attack the Germans had
planned. It was to have been carried
out by the Prussians who had been
put into the line for that purpose and
was to have taken place either today
or tomorrow.
The morale of the men Is wonderful.
They are willing to attempt any-of
with pride
thing and are talking Inflicted
upon
the heavy losses they
attack this
In
their
the Germans
morning while all the early reports
had
indicated that the afternoon
been even more costly to the enemy.
This latter attack was undertaken
largely because of the splendid showing the marines made In the morning
coupled with the discovery that the
mftrale of the Germans in the opposite position was low.
I

Washington. June 7. Friends of
the marine corps expressed the greatest pleasure today at the news of
their work in France.
"There are no better fighting men
In the world than the marines," said
Secretary Daniels when told of what
)
they had done.
No announcement has been made
as to the strength of the marine
forces abroad, but today'H dispatchOM
Indicated they are holding a section
than
alone that would require more divisbrigade strerigth andIsthat their
approximately
ional organization
completed.
American
, Reports that tho French,
and British troops ar hitting back
hard at various points along the lino
of the Marne and to tho northwest
oil Chateau Thierry, were studied closean effort
ly today by officers here. InFoch
may
to see what plan General
is
There
nothing lo-to
be following.
Indicate, however, thnt more than
cal operations for the purpose of imwere in
proving defensive positions
'
progress.
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Americans
Fight
Brilliantly
Northwest of Chateau Thierry and Reach All Objectives
Within Time Limit.
(V

MONN.NO

JOURNAL IPICIAL

LfA.f o wihki

With the American Forces on tho
Marne, Thursday, June 0 (by the Associated Press). The second attack
made today by American marines on
German positions, northwest of Chateau Thierry early gave promise ot
being as successful as this morning's
assault. Tho marines reached all
their objectives set for the first hour
within that time limit und pushed beyond them. Tho early reports indicated the Germans on the run for the
time being and surrendering right and
left to tho Americans.
One of the toughest of all of the
objectives, Uelleau Wood, some four
miles from Chateau Thierry, was
swept by the marines without serious
trouble.
There seemed reason to expect Gerin strength be-fman counter-attack- s
long, for previous to the beginning
of the afternoon attack, which began
at 5 p. m., the roads behind the German lines were filled with troops,
guns and wagons, but tho American
artillery turned on them and created
havoc.
Mak! Advamw of 2 Miles. "
The marines in their forward sweep
took strong ground on either side of
Uclleau Wood and cleaned out the
south of Torcy, which linked up
the line with hill 142, which was taken
this morning. Thia gave them a strong
and dominating position for a continuation of their attack. Their total advance was approximately two
miles on a three mile front. The total number of prisoners taken was not
but additional
known this evening
captives were brought in after the
morning attack which netted about
100 prisoners.
A notable development was the low
morale of the prisoners, all of whom
are Prussians. They expressed
as tired of the war and glad.to
deget out of the fighting. This was are
spite the fact, they say, that they
furnished with, "rood, although, the
sa-vl-

then-selve-

s

"

journal-Wan-

t

Ad

enng result'-- '

To Irovent IlelrlUng.
Make a regular habit of eating
slowly, musticato your food thoroughly, and you may havo no further trouble. It you should, take one ot Chamafter
berlain's Tablets immediately
supper.

vT

Fuel Administrator
"GET YOUR COAL
OUT OF THE WAY OF THE
GOVERNMENT." The HAHN
The

says:

can

COMPANY

COAL

fill

your orders NOW. Phone 91.
Fancy Wliitn Outs. Icr hundred
KHind, ;l.ao. ;ood mils I tho vJhmi- grain on tin? market, and arc Im.y
ing fed to liorws, cows, rubbl;, ihhiI-trthem ground
and hog. We
n
orders filled!
or whole.
same day as irtwlvml. The ground
oats arc $3.3.1 per hundred pounds.
K. W.
lm-v-

Do not only store coal because the Fuel Administration
tells you to; but do it for your
own protection. Swastika, Om-er- a
and Gallup coals. Aztec
Fuel Co., Phone 251.

AN OLD

RECIPE

TO DARKEN
Sage Tea and Sulphur Turns
Gray, Faded Hair Dark
and Glossy.
Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray. Years ago the only way to
get this mixture was to make it at
home, which is muauy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Compound." e You will get a large
bottle of this
recipe Improved by the addition of other ingredients,
cost.
at very little
Everybody uses this
preparation now, because no one can
possibly tell that you darkened your
hair as it does it so naturally and
evenly. You dampen a sponge or soft
brush with It and draw this through
your hair, taking one small strand at
a time; by morning the gray hair disappears, and after another application or two, your hair becomes beautifully dark, thick and glossy, and you
look years younger. Wyeth's
Sage and
'
Sulphur Ooirtpound is n delightful
toilet requisite. It is not intended: for
the cure, mitigation or prevention tot '
old-tim-

disease.-
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American Casualties
tlT

The action of General Foch, however, in putting American forces at
one of the strategic points in the batEastern RepresentatlTe
tle line is proof of the fitness of our
RALPH R. MUUIOAN,
S
so ;iers. It indicates that American
Bant 4:nd Street, New Tprk.
e
matter at the soldiers in telling numbers have comEntered as
postofflce of Albuquerque,187S.N, M under Aot
pleted, to tho satisfaction of the allies'
if Congrese'of March 1.
Larger circulation than any other paper highest commander, their trainnig for
second-clas-

O

O

MEMBER OF THB ASSOCIATED
The Aaaoclated Press la exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all new credited to It or not otherwise credited In thia paper and aieo
the local news published herein,

O

THE JORNAL takea ant print
alxty hour and thirty minutes of exclusively Aaaoclated Presa leased wlra
service each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
houra of Associated Presa aervlce dtuina a. whIl

SATURDAY

JUNE

S,

!

battle.
General Foch Is convinced' and confident they will not falter. America
ttas always been that.

We desire to enter in the "meanest man" contest the fellow who takes
a newspaper from a newsboy, looks
over the headlines for five minutes,
and then hands the paper back with
the gruff retort that he doesn't care
to buy one.

O

1911

1IIXP TO TRAFFIC "COPS."
The people (if Albuquerque tan lie!)
the police department in the crusade
against violators of tho city's traffic
regulations.
It ought not to be necessary to compel by law obedience of an ordinance
framed solely for the betterment of
the city, but it is. Civic pride makes
no appeal to the thoughtless persons,
w(io, through their persistent disregard of the ordinance, have brought
i:pjn themselves the ire of the city administration. They must be penalized before they can respect the rights

of others.
Now that the police department has
given orders for a strict enforcement
of the traffic code. It becomes the
duty of everyone, not only the- law
abiding motorists, but people who do
not own cars as well, to
with the police in their effort to stop
the speedsters and noise demons.
Every citizen who has the welfare
of Albuquerque uppermost should report violators to tho police. The report must be detailed and accurate, or
it will be of no use to the police. If
it meets those requirements, however,
arrests can be made, and the violator
punished.
Let every citizen of Albuquerque
feel it his duty to enforco the traffic
rules of his city, and it will not be
long until the present evil will have
been abolished.

recent picture of the German
crown prince shows him armed with
a cane. Isn't this a rather dangerous
weapon for the heir to the throne to
carry around? Papa kaiser's angel
child might hurt his precious self.
A

GERMANY'S

"DEMANDS."

'

Chicago fom a Michigan port to the
largest Interior continent city in the
world.
General Clarke was fond of telling
how In the
days an order
was issued from the head office of one
southern system that no more per
sonal valets should be carried on the
payrolls, and that the name of the
bureau of which it was part should be
painted on the door of each room.
Shortly after the president, on a
personal inspection tour, opened the
door of a very small room and Confronted an ancient negro of eminently resepectable and respectful mien.
Said the president:
"You black rebel, are you still
here ?"
"I shoa is," he bowed.
"And what payroll are you on?"
l,
"I doan't know what payroll,
but I bresh do colonel's coat,
black his shoes, comb his hair and
sech. Ho say to mo jes like dis:
Major, ho say, ef dat damned fool old
Uineral come roun hyar uxin whut
yoah air doin hyar jes tell 'em, axin
youah honah's pardon, I'm in de department of accidental superfluous-ness.- "
Gln-era-

PASTE

well-inte-

ar

x

lit-t- ls

pre-wa-

rock-botto-

m

ECLIPSES

IN THE DRAMA

Sergeants Joseph P. Nolan, Hartford, Conn.; Frank L. Smith, Revere,
Mass.; Corporal Henry E. Woods,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Privates George
Korman, Newark, N. J.; Edward
Pateneurfe, West Haven, Conn.
Previously reported missing, now
reported dead by German Red Cross:
Lieut. Ralph M. Noble, Galesburg,
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Battle between Medes and Lydians stopped by eclipse of

May 28, 585 B. C.
Eclipse of Aug. 3, 431 B.

C, marked first year of
War.
Persians defeated near Cnidus immediately after eclipse
Pelo-ponnesi-

an

CL0VIS PHYSICIAN
JOINS MEDICAL CORPS

of 394 B. C.
.i
in
of
aided
war against Carthaginians
Syracuse
Tyrant
by eclipse of 310 B. C.
Alaric, theVsigoth, appeared before Rome "in a great
gloom," probably eclipse of June 18, 410 A. D.
Eclipse occurred Feb. 24, 453 A. D., when Atilla, the
Hun, was ravaging Italy.
In 735. A. D. "Aethelbald captured Somerton, and. the
sun was eclipsed, and all the sun's disc was like a black

,

(BPKCIAL

sian army.

Spirits Trade Revived. '
Jnue 7. The spirits
Amsterdam,
trade which was suppressed in Russia
decree
by imperial
early in tho war,
despite an enormous loss of excise taxes to the treasury, has been revived
in the Ukraine, according to advices
from Kiev. The production, it is stated, will be limited to 9,000 kegs an'
nually.

Grandma TaIRs
About Babies
,

Mat a I&rg Circle of Listener WhoProfc
by Her Witrfom nq

uptt

TO MORNINO

JOURNAL

In almost any community there is a
grandma who knows Mother's friend. Not
she reminiscent of her own experionly
ence, but It wa through her recommendation that so many expectant mothers derived tho comfort and blessing of this famous remedy.
Mother's Friend is an external application
prepared especially for expectant mothers
after the formula of a noted family physician. H certalnlT has a wonderful effect In
tension brought ahout by expanding; muAClcs, and it a most grateful encouragement to tho woman awaiting mother-oo'

The action of Mother's Friend makes tl
muscles free, pliant and resopnslve. When
baby arrives they expand easily, and pain
and danger at the crisis is naturally less.
Strain upon the nerves and ligaments Is
lessened and In place of a period ot discomfort and consequent dread, it Is a season of
calm repose and happy anticipation.
Mother's Friend enables the mother to
preserve her health and natural grace and
she
remains a pretty mother "by having
Correspondent Wnuiiili!.
the pain and suffering which more
Paris, Juno 7. Floyd Gibbons, war avoided
often than otherwise accompanies such an
correspondent of the Chicago Tribune occasion when nature Is unaided.
at American
was Write the 'Bradfleld Regulator Co..' K210
headquarters,
woundded by machine gune fire near Iamar Bidg., Atlanta, Ga.. for their "MothChateau Thierry on Thursday even- erhood Hook." bo- valuable to expectant
do not by any
ing. He is now resting comfortably mothers, andtoIn the meantime
purchase a bottle of Mother's
in a Paris hospital. It was said that elrasce fail
thus fortify
and
Friend
from
the
druggist
Mr. Gibbons might suffer the loss of
against pain and .discomfort. Mothone eye. He has a flesh wound in the yourself
er's Friend should he applied night and
arm and a simple fracture of the skull. morning with ths utmost regularity.

Clovis, N. M June 7. Dr. F. A.
Dillon, who recently was appointed captain of the medical corps of the army,
has gone to Camp Cody, where he will
join his organization.
Captain Dillon was for several years
government Indian physician.

'
chronicle.
shield," reports the Anglo-Saxo- n
d
Olav, king of Norway, was killed at the battle of
during the eclipse of Aug. 30, 1030.
And the famous battle of Crecy was NOT fought during
an eclipse, as its historians proudly boast.
Stik-lasta-

Although Mixture of all Nations
American Soldier Distinct Type
Haines, in tlie New York any doubt about his nationality she
hud mill tn naut hnp dvq. ef i!u
livening Sun.)
Just now in Paris there is abundant shod feet; also, that the American
opportunity for tho study of tho
was the best built and
of
typo. One cannot walk a block all the allies. "He looksstraightest
Just as if he
without brushing against soldiers repSome wore a corset," she added with conresenting many nationalities.
times it takes an expert to pick out the viction.
The head waitress told u that she
country ot the sohUcr's birth, for since
the beginning of the war all uniforms could pick out a Yankee because of his
have been modified and the changes clcansliaved face; that her American
client had "the proud look," and that
havo wliiud out many points of difference. Une is often at a loss to spot a they met the eyes of one calmly and
.
Portuguese, Italian, Serbian or Monte- fearlessly.
Wants Sqiim-- Treatfinciit.
negrin man of arms, for these men
bear a close facial resemblance to each
The
of Hie eslablishme'nt
other. The average Montenegran is tall became proprietor
interested in the
and Well built, but so are many Ser- and us it was early and therediscussion,
wore few
bians, and that is what confuses one. diners on hand, he came over to hear
The llussian soldiers and officers what tho waitresses thought of the
continue to wear their uniforms, and subject. Finally, when his test for the
while they don't appear as light heart- American was asked, lie gave the time
ed and debounaire as they used to, wfom but true
one: "Because he
'
acthey are in the service of the allies and speaks French with an
their loyalty is unquestioned. The cent," A moment later he English
added: "My
common soldier stands out somewhat Americans all want to be treated
from the rest because of his large squarely, and everyone here knows he
features, lie is a big man generally won't take any fooling. I say without
and his uniform is simpler than the the least hestitation that of all our
others.
soldiers he is the most reasonable, as
The Italian no longer sports tho hat well as the most polite. He is not a
with the plumes, at least not In Pai ls. great talker. Other men meet and
The feather was very Jaunty and coshat, but he only eats."
quettish, but it did not lake well to
All this
suggest that America
wind and rain, and the hat has been has finally may
evolved a distinctive type
neat
that
a
cap
gives
supplemented by
of man,
there Is no fixed rule
the soldiers a clean cut and military that maythough
be applied. Those whoso anThe officers still hold to cestors have been
appearance.
Americans
their long blue cape, and when they generations bear the print forofmany
the
saunter down the avenue all eyes are country.
Savants who believe in the
turned in admiration, for the cloak is science of manners and physiognomy
certainly the most stunning- thing in might accord the above serious attenthe army, and It Is no wonder coutur- tion. An American who has traveled
iers are continually copying It for and observed tho types of all counwomen.
,
tries does not have great difficulty In
Ail Officers "English."
a foreign land picking out his
Tho American,' English. Australian
The children who landed In
and Canadian soldiers now dress so America and havo become citizens and
a
such
bear
much alike and really
are now fighting for Uncle Sam may
strong resemblance to each other that be singled out almost at a glance,
ona has to loook twice to make dut
ften the soldiers of foreign
their nationality. This is particularly though
born
strongly caYry the feathe case with the officers, and many tures parents
and general air of their foreFrench people class them all as "Eng- father's. "The
American look" must
lish." It is mostly in restaurants that after all be the- - - expression or the
thesS men congregate, and from 6
shaping of features, which climate and
o'clock, when the Yankee appears on Independence Impart.
the scene, till 9, when the last Britons
rush before ' the- - doors are closed,
The "hidden treasuro" In India,
the scene' is one of khaki. The other
day we asked the waitresses in a much consisting of gold hoarded by indifrequented place in the Latin quarter viduals, is estimated by' the London
how they could differentiate as to Financial Review at $2,000,000,000.
nationalities.
Out girl spoke up glibly, answering: "I know American men
and women because they show their
WHEfl CHILDREN CRY OUT
teeth so much." And another promptAnd are feverish and don't sleep well, are constied: "Yes, and Tieacuse the teeth are so
pated and have symptomeof worms, mother will
'
plugged with gold.";
nndqnlclt relief in WotlierHrey's sweet lowder
for Children, the etandsrd remedy for 80 years.
Another girl gave as her reason for
They are easy to give and children like them,
spotting the American the fact that
rlieyoleasse tin) atonach.actgentljron the
'he spoke through his nose. Still an
break up colds. ltcliee headaohee and
other waitress chimed in ana sata ner
teething disorders. W e lum lO.OWl testimonial.

COftftlSPONDBNCl

LIASKO WtRKl

June 7. The state dc
partment has refused Germany's demands for the release of Captain
Franz Rinteliri in exchange for Siegfried Paul London, a citizen of the
United .States under arrest in Germany as a' spy; Germany proposed
the exchange of London and Rintelir.
through the Swiss government, ana
threatened reprisals if the United
States refused to make the exchange.
The state department has tersely
reminded Germany that if it contemplates reprisals on Americans in Germany for Rintefin's confinement, "it
would be wise for the German government to consider. that if it acts on that
principle, it will inevitably be understood Jo invite similar reciprocal action on the part of the United States
with respect to the great number of
German subjects jn this country."with the German
Correspondence
government by the stata department
shows London was- condemned
to
death at Warsaw in 1917, but sentence
was commuted to ten
His wife, an American citizen,
was Mary Leonhurd. It appears that
London's service was with the RusWashington,

;

former secretary of colonies In
the German imperial cabinet says It
is absolutely necessary that Germany
have complete commercial and maritime liberty, and that at the peace
conference they must not only demand
t:se advantages but command thera
by force if necessary.
If we interpret the signs aright,
UNITY OF CONTROL.
Germany will be in no condition to
THE VITAL FACTS.
v'einar.d anything, or exert any force,
(Pittsburgh Leader.)
Such excellent results have followed when the time comes to dfscuss peace
Regarding the case of the Kausan
unity of military control, and the ad- terms
whose home was raided for booze and
vantages of having one army and one
Germany will take what America seven hundred pounds of hoarded
was found
a thirsty
flour
commander-in-chie- f
instead,
are so evident, and the allies give her.
reader from Oklahoma
inquiries
that an effort is now being made to
whether the flour has been thoroughbring about a like unity of Control In
ly sifted.
v...
t'e economic forces of the United
NEVER KNEW LCXCRIES.
anil the allies.
WITH SCISSORS
(Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.)
For some time past an exchange of
AND
Shakespeare never drank a cup of
views has taken place between the
tea, never tasted coffee, never sipped a
various governments concerned with
glass of cocoa, never ate a potato and
never smoked a cigar. Yet he manthe object of obtaining an effective
COMING FOR THE RIDE.
aged to lead a variegated life and
The
(Stars and Stripes, France.)
pool of all economic resources.
write plays that you still go to esc.
History relates that
matter has now advanced; to a stage There
Napjdeon, who died ninety-seve- n
was a young follow named Hyde
years ago, never saw a steamboat nor
where it is being suggested that, if Who once at a funeral was spied;
a railroad train, nor even a gas light,
When asked who was dead
the perfect industrial team work esbut he ruled all Europe.
Ho just nodded, and said:
sential to the support of a united army
Lincoln never saw4an electric litfht
I don't know; I just came for the
diis to be attained, there must be a
nor talked through a telephone, but
ride."
n
he freed four million slaves.
rector general of resources having
Leaving out tho many
I doubt If William McKinlcy ever
tioned and loyal people who have
complete control of coal, mineral ores, come
rode in a motor car. Certainly IT. S.
work
to
real
do
good
practical
oil and all raw materials of the Unit- over
here, it seems to us that a good Grant never knew of the wireless.
ed States and the allied countries, and many of our fellow countrymen
They both rose to fame and went to
'
power to purchase the entire available most of them in cits' clothes, some In the White House.
Tho finest piece of known architecand some even In khaki "Just
output of essential war products of skirts,
ture on earth was erected at Athons
came over here for the riae.
neutral countries.
What they are doing over here is by men who never saw a newspaper.
of
St. Peter's cathedral was tho prodThe argument has been put forward beyond us. They speak vaguely
of - co uct of Michael Angclo's brain, but he
that if Napoleon were alive today he "uplift," or "investigation,"
branches," and some even never read a book that came from
would not be In command of armies In ordinating
more brazenly speak of "getting at a printing press or saw a mechanicalof
head
the field, but would bo tho
mosphere:" nothing more. Borne we ly typed page.
Raphael painted his immortal Mathe industrial organization behind the Will let the reader guess tho gender
sn naive as to exclaim: Wny, donnas, but ho never ate a corn mufnr
ies.
Pin
didn't you know that France is all fin.
Already some progress has been the rage this year? Everybody's comCleopatra never wore a velvet gown,
and even if Helen of Troy was so
made towards unity of action In deal- ing over!"
If that "everybody" referred to tne beautiful that she caused a
ing with purchases In allied countries. millions
of the National army, all
sho never owned a pair of leather
The American war Industries board would be well: but wo rather Imagine war,
shoes.
world
markets
it
the
controls
guessed
you
the
that
young lady
virtually
George Eliot never beheld a movie,
had reference but she wrote "Adam Bede," which is
for certain Important raw materials. who employed the word
"everybody worth while" or "every a somewhat more important thing to
For instance, acting by agreement to
body in our set." Now, while "every have done.
with the British government, its Eng- body in our set" have their uses
I presume that of all the women
lish agent controls the world supply when In khaki, toting a gun or an au who ever lived in the world not five
la
tho
case
of
or
the
(in
tomatic,
of tho mcontributed more to the pleas
of nitrates from London, where the
dies) working in hospitals or canteens
ure of a greater number of other womso
ue
market has always been centered.
can
we don't Ree how they
en and men than the wife of a Chinese
There Is only one buyer for the Unit- very useful if they approach the war emperor. Forty-sicenturies ago that
over
come
wno
in
that
spirit. People
ed States and all the allies, and this
empress discovered that a worm could
concrete,
without
to
definite,
France
and she started the silk iniT'Eult has been achieved with as
for them, make silk
telling work planned ahead
for
this entire world.
r
dustry
of
as
over
nere Bpossible
disturbance
people who merely arm
ecause thev have the drifting money
TO FLY FLAG.
interests.
STATIONS
POLICE
"it's the thing to do," are
(Chicago Tribune.)
; Uhcugb tho scheme for unity of and because
man
more
cause
the
hindering
' Old Glory will fly from every police
really
control of the economic resources of they are helping It.
station in Chicago as the result of an
We are cheerfully foregoing a lot order issued
has not yet
all Uie
by Acting Chief of Po
of expected parcels- from home
Those not already havinto
definite
propositions
crysiai'.ized
we are told that they take up lice Alcock.
flags will be furnished with them
the principle has the full support of too much space In ships destined to ing
on
to the chief's office.
th- - V filled States and is looked upon bring men, steel, beef and the other The application
order Is in line with the plan to
w
oi
wr
ueiessentials
essential
and
step
next
a flag from every home,
as the
logical
us. It doesn't add to our cheerfulness fly
Jn the organisation of victory.
to see our forfeited ship space taken
NEW
FRENCH RADIO STATION
up by a lot of folk who "Just came for
(Scientific American.)
ride."
the
AMERICANS.
Is
FAITH IN
announced that the French
It
naval authorities have recently erected
"ACCIDENTAL SUI'iuBFLUOCS-- .
what is claimed to be the most powAccording to the news despatches of
XESS."
erful wireless station in the world,
standbeen
have
Americans
Journal.)
Street
(Wall
yesterday
and which is capable of sending
gener
too
And
all
fast
disappearing
the
plowshare
as far as Australia.
If this
ing at the point of
of older railroad executives are proves to be true the station has a
which the Germans drove Into the al- ation
Gen.
when
recalling
accustomed
of
miles.
fifteen
thousand
range
lied lines In their recent offensive.
James C. Clarke, for many years be
fore his death president of the .Illinois AIR RAID INSURANCE IN NEW
, General Foch has thrown American
YORK.
speak of his stately courtreserves into what may become the Central,theto warm
"
southern tinge of his
liness,
(Scientific American. )"
The
Marne.
of
the
battle
wcond great
dreadth
and
and
the
depth
The
gas anl electr'i lighting
hospitality,
big
Americans have stood firm, .i.
of his personal charity, wnicn ever companies of New York C'y have ar
The Associated Press correspondent kept htm In lean purse. But the genior insurance in excess or ou
a live railroader, no re- ranged
million dollars, coverii.g bombardsold they did more than stand firm. eral wasofalso
well
to
mere
ment from the air or the ea, and othcustom, and'
'
It was all the American commanders specter
the jpre in tha eta vhich transferred er, forms o war rink.
A
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THE KCLIPSE.
The eclipse of the sun in ordinary
times would have taken rank as the
day's biggest news. It would have
eclipsed all the other chroncicllngs.
While America will watch with in
terest the solar phenomenon today,
fighting will go on as usual In the
trenches of Europe; business will- go
on as usual over here. The factories,
keyed to 'their highest pitch in the
manufacture of supplies of war,, will
riot halt.
The eclipse will not be visible to the
soldiers on the battle front. Our soldiers, so far from home that they do
not even see the same face of the sun
as we, who are fighting there because
an ambitious people want a place in
the sun, will give little heed to the
unusual occurrence.
Flowers will close and dew fall in
along the path of to
tality. If there are superstitious peo
ple along the way, they likely will
pray. Other credulous people will
try to connect the eclipse and the
war. People are like that.
If the stories our mtohers and
grandmothers tell us are true, the
chickens will go to

JOURNAL

MOSNINO

Washington,
Juqe 7. The army
casualty llirt today contained forty-eignames divided as follows:
Killed in action.,.17. died of wounds,
12;' died of accident, 6; died of dis
ease, 7: wounded severely, 6.
The list:
Killed in Arttion.
Robert B. Anderson,
lieutenant,
N.
C.: Grosvenor P. Cather,
Wilson,
lieutenant, Bladen, Neb. r Henry W.
Clarke, lieutenant, Boston; Mass.; Corporals Joseph Drabin, Lodi, Calif.;
Herman L. Evans, tabanon Junction,
Ky.; Silas Triplett, Hunting Creek, N.
C; Rrlvates Joe W. Bowert, Cheyenne,
N, D.; Clarence Henry CaW, St. Jo
seph, Mp.; Raymond E. Cuthbertson,
Nebo, N. C. ; Charles Doan, Alger,
Wash.; Walter E. Hawk, Cincinnati;
George Olen, Brockton, Mass.; Nass
B. Shaheen, Moorehead, Minn.; Guy
W. Showers, Harrisburg, Pa.:
Mike
Slnkevitch, Easton, Pa.; Harlie t
Smith, Middletown, N. Y.: Lewis T
Strickland,-CerroGordo, N. C.
Died of Wounds.
Lieutenants Lynn H."Harrlmanl
Concord, N. H.; Wellborn S. Priddy,
Chicago. Corporals Otto G. Abbott,
Newkirk, Okla.; Robert Finnegan,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mechanic Herman
Hansen, Kdmore, Mich. Privates William L. Baxter, St. Paul, Ind.; Mike
C'hristianson, San Pedro, Calif.; William W. Gosnell, Greenville, Tenn.;
Cabe Keen, Pinola, Miss.; Leon R.
Mathews, Springfield, Mass.; Louis C.
Sawyer, Vergas, Minn.; Arville Scrog-gins- ,
Visalia, Ky.
Died of Disease.
Brig. Gen. Robert E. - L Miehie,
Staunton, Va.
Sergeant Edward Reamer Agnew,
Carrick, Pa.; Band Leader Hiram I.
Cole,
Privates
Calif.;
Inglewood,
(Vhcster
Brisby. Jacksonville,
Tex.;
wiinam u. Harris, .Marietta,
K. McKenna, Far Hills, N. J.;
Benjamin C. Wood, Lynn, Mass.
Died of Disease.
Lieutenants Livingston L. Baker,
airplane accident, care Baker and
Hamilton, San Francisco; Duncan R.
Grant, airplane accident, New York
City; Karl H. Neville, airplane accident, Winona, Minn.; Privates George
E, Finicle, Huron, S. D. George Jacob
Frymire, Monmouth,
ill.; Emanuel
G. Williams, Morristown. N. J.
Prisoners, previously reported miss- inor!

Western RepresentaUre
C J. ANDERSON,
Marquette Bldg., Cblcnco, I1L
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could do to keep thojn from' crossing
the river at Chateau Thierry (the tip
of line plow)- and assaulting the offending positions of the enemy.
The bravery of our men, and their
eagerness to get Into the thick of tho
fifhting is not a surprise to America.
America knew what her sons would

1918.
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inter-nation-

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

-

-

coni-patroi- t.

American soldier was always in a good
humor, and she added ttlftt u sne nao

Ask voiir rirucejKt and he sure to gH- Motliei
Uraj s Hffett J'owtlcrs for Vulklmii, soc
(,

By special arrangement The JournU guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobaeco manufacturers, two dollar
worth of tobacco, for- every dollar ubscrlbed, to cur soldierg In
. ..
France and .on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a re tern postal card
with your name and address; so that you will get word baok from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you aubsorlbe 25 tent
pieces.

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenche.

TOBACCO

FROM IRVIN COBB'S "PATHS OP GtORr1
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of he school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought-tour noses a certain smell which we already knew, lull well.
'
'"You fret It, I see.' said the German 'officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been m visible thing. That explains why
tobacco is so scarce, with us along, the, staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In tbs
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they

can stand that."

t

Matter How Small the AmountSend It in.

No

Our soys are going to need tobacco In rreat quantities, Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon and make it generous!
Bring It, or mail it, to The Journal Office.
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STOCKS

AFFECT

Rails Are Extremely Sluggish,
While 'Seasoned Industrials
Are Irregular and Heavy;
Bonds Are Firm,
(BY

MORNIN9 JOURNAL

PKCIAL LIASKD

WIRfc

New York, June
stocks reflected Relliiift pressure during today's dull and uneventful session with a preponderance of moderate losses at the close. Secretary
recommendations calling: for a
doubling of war taxes in the coming
bw""i ii
jvui aim iim urv;iniiiii ui
jnent to control distribution of iron
and steel accounted in large measure
for the sagging tendency of wnr

shares.

Rails were extremely

sluggish.

Sea-

soned
industrials, including steels
and coppers, were irregular to heavy,
t'nitcd States Steel closing at a de-

'icy

ad.

.

14,-64-

0.

PnMnilian

Central leather
Chesapeake & Ohio

Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chino Copper ..
Colorado Fuel ft'Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

Erie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs

xy'Kennecott
Louisville

Copper

Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri pacific
Montana; Power
New York Central
Ray Consolidated
Reading ."

'

42'
36

NEW YORK COTTON.

46

New York, June 7. Cotton futures
July, $26.67;. pet.,
closed
steady.
Dec, $32.20; Jan., $23.02;
$23.59;
$22.89.
March,

61

80
15
31

89
48
102

.

NEW YORK METAL--

31

New York, June 7:
Spot, $7.87 7.62.
Spelter Firm Spot,

US

& Nashville

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania . .'

' Kansas Citv. June 7. Butter and
poultry unchanged.
Eggs Firsts, 28c; seconds, 1 4c.

19
1iA
64
55

Tlnnitln

9!!

26
23
68

Copper

Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

Texas Company
Union Pacific .

v

$7.3d7.40.

NEW YORK MONEY.

,

71

Firm.

Lead

New York, June T. Mercantile pa6 per cent;
per, four and six months,
4.72
per cent;
sterling 60 day bills,bills
on banks, 4.72
commercial 60 day
day bills,
per cent; commercial 60 4.75
4.!1
per cent; demand, cent. per
per
cent; cables, 4.76
Bar silver, 99 c.

85
43
23
87
83
83
23
146
120
120
109

"

Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds, Btrong.
Railroad bonds, firm.
United States Steel ,
Sixty days.
loans Steady.
Ttme
Utah Copper
5
days,
5
per cent; 90
6 per cent
per cent; six months, 5
5 Mi
liH AJDST REET'S REVIEW.
Call
money Easier.. High,
4
cent; ruling
per
low,
cent;
per
4 per
New
York, June 7. Bfadsrreet's rate, 5
per cent; closing bid, last
tomorrow will say:
cent;
offered at 4
per
cent;
a
of
myr"Government domination
4
per cent.
iad of lines of Industry and trade and loan,
favorable
almost Unanimously
LIVESTOCK 3IARKETS.
reports are the two great outstanding
features of the situation. Government
Chicago Livestock.
of thiv Iron and steel,
'' commandeering
Chicago, June 7. Cattle Receipts
wool and heavy leather outputs are
ex4 000
Beef cattle active, prime heavy
accomplished facts and' further
to strong, calves
tension ot Its control of manufactured butchers steads
feeders
textiles and of food supplies and steady to strong, stockers and
prices, of same seem inevitable. Great
highMarket
Hogs Receipts 9,008.
basic changes are therefore proceedon
hogs.
most advance
heavy
er,
new
and
fast
moving
the
under
ing
light
of human activities, Heary butchers, $16.75 16.95; packmonopolisation
war. butchers. 117.00 17.25; heavy
,T.wT,n?i
nt tn1iro4itlv. . in the
num.
KOB 16.80:
seiecieu
tlfi
steadily
taken
is
Man power
being
tip
so
35; phjs chic.
andl$l7 2517 ;,
and rapidly by.the second draft into
17.25; bulk of sales, $i6.suM
the attraction of female labor
T.UUII,
wmrnci
nil)
lines formerly mijnopollaed by men is p Chnn S Rana Iambs
edhim
$18.0B
The results are the steady.
apace.
horn,
growing
17.75; spring lambs
inAMaain .lifflpiiltv AttendinflT the ob to good,
...- -.
wanted at $au.pu; nuuvc
taintns of supplies of goods or raw
materials for civilian use while at
earnKansas City Livestock.
the same time largely Increased added
puts
City, June 7. Cattle ReKansas
ing capacity of women
strain on supplies - of goods suitable- ceipts 1,500. Mqrket strong. Prime
beef
for the latter.
fed steers, $17.00 17.70; dressed
westernBteeirs
$8,443,bank
clearings,
$1.001.90,'
steers,
"Weekly
COWS,
$7.214;90
$14.0017.50;
088,000."
stockers
heifers $9.00tf15.25;
BOSTON WOO.
feeders, $8.5015.30f bulls, $8.56?
8.S013.50.
12.00;- calve
n...ini. i nan Market hlfcnBoston, June 7. The Commercial
1.85
er. Bulk, $16.7016.95: heavy, $16
Bulletin will say tomorrow:
"SlowlT and with some uncertataty $i 17.00: Jignt,
country is moving
the wool clip of the
t.00. ; Market
eastward to the ' consuming centers. "r"
especially wnerever me cup m ustrong.., Lambs.
since me minis upun iings.
v..
jeet to purcnase,
the
under
16.50
can
$lL0016.ou.
be
;ewes,
which it
purchased
g
'
.
government plan have not been clear- ly understood by many of the country i
- .
i unvpr.
"
rin. ura wnn nuvH fill uiu.1. atjiAiuiii
duuv
higner.a
hesitated about putting their , money 3.4po, Market strong, shade
cows
$12.0016.65;
Into the staple upon an uncertain. Be.rr steers, ftnifflia.fiOi
ana
stocKers
torri heifers, tii
basis, wisignmenis irom tvia, stead.isftfl
feeders, $8.00 13.00; calves,
tory sections ase being occepted
'
.
V
forlisie.
machinery
. government
.
I
.llv ."The
i
i
tr,ma vnf- Hogs-Rec- eipts
in "ii? i,,i..
;u.
jianaung mois
distribution
being augmented more' I higher.
H A
i
.lit., irn unauai
Or leiiH Dicouuj
y.. v..- tv rllllilAtl , U,1.7.
tin- pfippp Receipts none. Market
12
JL720
enangea
Texas Fine
j months,
XL

Industrial Alcohol
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REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
'

LOAN'S.

216 West Gold.

Phone 156.

FOR RENT

Dwellings.

Nortn.
FOR

KENT

L'O.KO.

Mm.

'linlre
.1.

fivi'luum
Ki'lclH'r,

bungalow,
KlKhih uml

TUeras.
KOU

HKNT

and nlppplnir
Nnrlh Sfconrt.

Furnished lioune two rnumil
porcli. Nice eliaile. 1300

South.
f urntshtiil
FOR KENT Four-- ' mm inoit-rhnune. Inquire 60 Snutli Third.
tour-roKOK KlCNT"Una furntbntta
bouu,
)3 South Bcventh. AdoIv at 214 Welt Gold.
FOR RENT Elegantly
furnished
house on West Central, garage, lawn, eto.
Phone 560-Kuur unit
KOR RENT
turn ishetli
also eight. room unturnifched houses. aiif
south ixth. Phone 013.

Hightannn.
Desirable
RENT
furnished cottage. Phono

modern

FOR

FOR

RB.NT

2138--

FOR SALE
Small Fruit Ranch

I

ai.

FOR RENT OR SALE.
HOUSE for .sale ox rent, the
210 Wcat
Hotel. R. MdClughon.

ROOMING- -

Palms

Gold.

On real estate security.
MONET TO LOAN
W7 West Gold. CUT Realty Co.. Phone T7.

PASTURAGE.
FOR KENT Pasture, with water In city
la advance.
limits, II.
pet metotti
,
Phone J17S-of pasture,
SEVENTY acre
l per hea.
month.
Dolde'e Ranch, 4 miles (out)
town. Phone 12H.

r.
FOR MALE My ft, 625
six
cylinder 191K; Htuderbaker touring car,
fun less than 4.000 miles, owner' Joining
navy. Will sell for 11,150. Phone 1127 or
Call 31 North Fourth.

JFORRENJOffice

Rooms.

FOR KENT J front
connecting, office
rooms over Golden Bule Store. Inquire-Roo29.

Chronic Constipation.
Perhaps you have never thought of
it, but this disorder Is due to luck ot
moistuso. in the residual matter of
the food.. If you will drink an abundance of water, eat raw fruits and take
lots of, outdoor exercise, you may be
able eventually to overcome it entirely. In the meantime use. the most
mild and gentle laxatives. Strong and
harsh cathartics take too much wafer
out of the system and make a bad
matter worse. Chamberlain's Tablets are easy and pleasant to
take, and
'
most sgreeable In effect. Give1 them
"-

'

.

atrial.

'

HIOH class board nd sleeping porch nun
room at summer rates, $31. tit South. Am?.
'
Phone 1518-FOR RENT sleeping porch 7ndf urnlehld
room; table board. Mrs. Abbett, 208 North
walnut, pnone bio.
WANTED Lady to share large ileeulng
room and east sleeping p.rch; good board
t
reasonable. Phono 1952-,t
R(XM.1 with or without board, fcarge airy
rooms, good board. Hot and oold water.
.
04 South Third. Phone 109a,
F67lRENT Deeiranie rooms, with aleepihaT
table
porch, hot and cold water, f,.st-clas- a
board. Casa de Oro, 613 West Gold.
FOR RENT 1'urnlshed room in modern
home with board, plenty ot shade, spacious porch, Ideal for summer. Phone l.HH.
BEFORE seeking a summer resort 'visit El
Jardln Escondldo For Convalescents As
cool as a mountain camp. All conveniences
A few vacancies now. 1801 Went Central.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to ret strong.
For rates phone 2429F-4- : free transportation
Accommodations now available. Mrs. H. B.
Thomas.
MRS. W. H. REED, of tha Lock hart Ranch
has moved to (02 South Arno street, where
she Is prepared to take health ' seekers
Phone 2335.
EXCELLENT board, room with.' private
eleeplng porch, with or without private
bath. Special aummer rates, phone 491. C.
B. Mellqulst, manager The Murphey Sani'
'
tarium.

We have some home made

,

ATTORNEYS

AVARD ROBES

JOHN W. WUJSON
. . Attorney
Cromwell Building
Rooms 15, 17 and 19.
Phone 117a
STAR FURNITURE CO.
Kudux a lionrCY
118 West Gold.
Thorn) 409.
Attorneys nt Law
Suits S, Law Library Building
DKNT1ST8
FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
l)K. 1. K. KRAI T
THIRD AND OOLD.
Dental Surgeon
,.
FOR KALE Buggy 210 West Copper
S. Barnett
Phone IM
Building
FOR SALE -- tine ouitullon gasoline tank; Rooms I
Mall
Msds
Appointments
by
.
Call 1078.
'
FOIlSAl.E I'omIi swing mid bicycle, 414 II. . COl'l
SouthThird.
Dentist
For Sale,
brick,"' close In,
Rooms
Knit SALE line set of slnxie huinesa. lfluo
Mellnl Building
for only $2,0u.
Hill.
South
I'll, .tie l:lo!i.,r.
Three dandy furnished houses for
nu typwittur at
vioi.,? vem
Fur sai.Ii:- - 4Mt!
rent, .
tR. MAItUAKKT (1. CARTWRIOHT
Htmth High.
a bargain.
K. Met MOHAN,
Practice Limited to Women's sag tin,
SALEcow, laying heiia, tuiu- btiK
Jersey
Phone 907.
Gold.
West
dran's Disc as ee
jio
Iture. etc. MO North Eighth.
1123 E. Central Phone 671,
Albuquerque, N. U.
FOR iAI.E- - I'lano, atul Bowing
inuchlnn.
HUH. TUX
BAKES
Call ninriiliiff!.. totl West Iron.
FOR RENT Rooms.
ITartlce limited to Fye, Kar, Noes ssMl
I.K - T wo nice
1HR
rugs; tlx9 and
THROAT
9x12. Sell at bargain. .119 North Fifth.
Office Hours: 10 to 13; I to I
North.
IliR
State National Bank Building
FOR BA LU
Week; household Hoods
824 South
and chickens. 1'hono 2122-J- .
FOR KENT 3 housekeeping rooms with priI1(. SARAH f OK Kit
Edith.
vate bath. 9111 North Fourth.
Practice Limited to Children,
FOR
SALE line pool table, shelves, sbow- Office Rooms 1 and I, Wright Bldg.
rooms."
FOR RENT Furnlsiiec.
3
ill
309
counter.
Third.
North
at
oane,
Inquire
Fourth and Gold.
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
"
Phone 713.
Hours S p. m. to i p. m.
FOR RENT Roome cm) o, week, bath;
,
Residence
HA LE
Kurnlium-Phone 3076.
Office Phone 111
tools.
carpenter
steam-heano sick; over Golden Rule Store FtR
t;
chickens, bicycle, etc. Leaving town. 1025
FOR RENT Nice largo room close in for North Elithth.
M.
W.
SHERIDAN, M. D.
lady; sick need not apply. 319 North Fifth. FOK SALE Child's sine Mexican saddle;
Practice
Limited to
J7..00.
602
also
bridle
FOR RENT Modern furnisnea
good condition;
rooms; no
GEN1TO-CRINAKY
DISEASES AND
sick; running water.
.18!, West Central. Nort h Second.
FOR SALE Htuull frame holme; has to he
FOR RHNT ITiiml.h.,1 iTnir,.
k. ......
DISEASES OF THE 6KIN
a
moved from present location;
bargain.
keeping apartments; new modern house;
IIIONE S8.
Address J. W. M Journal.
no sick. 215 North Seventh.
IS
A
Hiitts
from :1 Citizens Rank Bldg.
Albnqaerqae.
coats
RENT
l.E
Ladies'
and
FOR
Three rooms with sleeping FuR
as new. 1001 West
to $tt. Sanitary--goo- d
porch, furnished, also front porch, mod.
2444-JRoud.
ern. 621 North Thirteenth,
Phono
Mountain
FOR SALfc
Ranchei.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished outside rooms
ROOF PAIN1
mrtee south of Bar-to- n.
by the week or month; also furnished room Mo per gallon. Roofs under our care Will FOR SALE 160 acres,
CO
acres cultivated, good well. In
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner Improve from year to year. We can put on
First and TIJeraa.
a new roof that will, leet as long as the fine bean country and no crop falluret, Oet
In and plant this year. Big timber and
UOt-Co.
The
Maniano
Phone
building.
South.
plenty of grating land. Prloe 61,100.00; easy
110 South Walnut.
terms. J. D, Keleher, 401 West Central,
FOR RENT FurnTshTd roome, ell "West i
roof
cement
ond
carbon
roof
EIUB
paint
ver; no sick, no children.
RRNT OR SALE 21! acres improved
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devos FOR
ranch, close In; six acres under ditch,,
FOR RENT Furnished room, close lu, prli ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lafine
orchard.
young
vate entrance. 506 South Third.
complete
working
cold water kalsomlne, and be satisfied,
pumping plant for balance of land. Fine five-rooThos. F. Kelehir, 408 W. Central. Phone 410.
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms,'
to
residence;
modern;
responcheap
housekeeping. 521 West Silver.
sible puriles. seo National Investment Co.,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. No sick.
102 North Third.
FOR SALIC
First class hoard. 70S .West silver.
SALE-T- he
fnest Al fruit and si.
Centrifugal pump and FOR
FOK RENT Large, clean furnished roome. ONE
falfa ranch In the valley, must be sold
motor.
With, pressure control. ApCall evenings. 400 South Seventh.
at
once;
bargain; three seres of choice
ply D. Weinman, euro Economist.
FOR RENT One room with 6 windows
bearing fruit trees; roat In alfalfa; two.
room house with sleeping porohee: plenty ot
furnished
for
610
West
fin.
housekeeping
Coal.
but buildings; this year's crop will almost
pay for the place, Pbone tM or call st til
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
front bed
West Central.
Miscellaneous.
WANTED
G08 South
room; close In. Phone 1430--

eight miles from
town, good auto road all the way.
Needs some cleaning up but is a line
A
piece of land and lots of fruit.
bargain at $1,200. Terms arranged.
About,

five acres,

for

sale,

good for
porch.

tho

sleeping

TMMTON S CO.

P ANDY

HOME

Modern
furnlniie
liungalow,
Biassed porches. 1123 South Arno,
FOR RENT Cool cottage; furnished; splendid sleeping porch. 1113 South Walter.
VVAXTKD Porter. Grlmsh&w'e.
WANTED Man to make and, deliver kcu FOR RRNT Furnished1022twolroom cottage
with sleeping porch.
South Walter.
cream. Phone
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished cottage.
WANTED Young man ,ti worn at
Inquire 617 South Broadway. Phone 2134-fountain. Palace Drtlg Co.four-roobungalow;
former. Good agn FOR RENT New
.
Call between ,J1 and 12 a. m. 110
to riiiht piu-tyPhunv ltll!".
'
South Cedar.
WANTMJ Ciood hustling buy lu driva Kurd
FOR RENT (Furnished, house, "2 rooms and
truck. Apply 81 West Gold.
sleeping porch. $8 a month, water paid.
WANTED Messenger hoys with wheels, Phona
1511-Bryant'B Delivery. 223 West Copper.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern iiungalow.
a rarm hand. ApWANTED A milker;
Fine sleeping porch. 614 (South Walter.
ply Bezemek'g Dairy, loa North Fourth. Apply at 1(1.1 South Walter.
fAXTED Night cook must understand FOR RENT Two-roofurnlnhed cottage
pastry, experienced. Apply Mecca Cafe.
with Bleeping porch. Ito.oo, water paid.
or Apply 00 South lligli'. or 115 West Gold.
WANTED Ttvo
waiters
experienced
waitresses'. Apply at once nt Pullman FOlflENTFurhlshid
two-roocottage
Cafe.
and large glass sleeping porch. ConvenFOR RENT Light houHOKeei,;;g rouni mid
WANTED Woman cook, 150; carpenter and ient to shops. Light and water paid. $14. GO
Bleeping
porch, furnished. Phonl!, ilght,
laborers. Employment Agency, llo South per month. 1406 South Arno.
bath. Well people only. No children. 41ti
Third. Fhona 354.
Gold.
West
General.
WANTED Experienced Janitor, middle.
4
modern
house
aged (white) for permanent job at the FOR RENT
Highlands.
bjocks from P. - O. City
Realty Co. !07 FOR RENT Furnlnhed room. 101 South
Washington Apartments, 1002 West Central.
"
- '
Gold.
West
Walter.
GOVEKNMENT NEEDS 20.000 CLERKS
FOR
RENT FurnoThed
with FOR RENT-Furnis- hed
AT WASHINGTON, Examinations every,
bungalow
rooms,
ui soutn
whera In June.
large screened porches, shade trees; Ideal
Experience unnecesMry,
Walter. Phone 302.
724.
1111
or
for
Phone
sick.
Men and women desiring government positFOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms; no
ions write for free particulars to J. C. LeonFOR RENT Bungalow,. 4 rooms, furnished, sick.
222 South Broadway.
ard, (former Civil Hervice Examiner), 1053
modern, sleeping porch, water paid, 127.60.
Kenols Blilg.. Washington.
FOR RENT Newly furniehwd front room
low
National Investment Co.,
North Thlrd
for lady, no sick. 235 North High.
FOR RENT FurnlBhed two-roomodern
Female.
foiSn
furnished"
house win sleeping porch, bath, electrlo FT)RRlCNT-eauUfuliy12S9-and
WANTED White girl fur housework, AP- lights. Phone
Call 417 Welt Cop.
sleeping porch. 311 Routh Arno.
ply 41.1 West Coal.
per.
FOR RENT Large room with eleipln
muderi cotWA.NTED
porch; Ideal for two. 615 East Central.
Dishwasher and lie;p In kitchen. FOR RENT Neat
Phone 2335, 602 South Arno. '
tage, with glassed In sleeping porch, comFOR RENT Rooms. IiirninheiV fur houseSouth
110J
furnished.
Walter.
Phone
pletely
WANTED .Nume Rill from 12 to 7 p. m. 1387-Jkeeping; sleeping porch. .410 Smith Edith.
.
West Silver.
FOR RENT Rooms furnished for houo-keeplnApply mornings 220
ihrec-rooModern
RENT
FOR
cottage;
WOMAN
For general housework; no cook.
large sleeping porchj 110 South
porch; two acres In javden and alfalfa; Wnlnut.
Ing. Address Box 62S, Albuquerque.
'our blocks from street car. W. II. McMll-TloFOR RENT Two-rooapartment; sleeping
WANTED Experienced seamstress to take
206 West Gold.
porch; furnished; modern. 211 East Gold.
charge of our alteration room. The EconPhone 1550.
.
omist.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch
WANTED 'Stenographer,
In
experienced
with or without board, Phono 571. 1123
law work preferred. Submit application
One ot the best puslness loLEAfcy
toil
Bant
Central.
and reference to M. E. O., Journal office.
Addi-eon
West Central avenue.
cations
NT
FOR-REFronT room and sleeping porch
TELEGRAPH Y, Stenography, Bookkeeping. W. F. Bledsoe, lis West Central.
private entrance, in modern' house; close
Board, room and tuition may be earned
FOR RALE The beat little restaurant In
200
In.
East
Silver.
town. The sooner you huy the cheaper
Msckay Business Colleges, Los Angeles and
Fresno.
FOR RENT Three housokeoplni .rooms In
you get It. Address P. O. Boa 342,
house occupied in part by owner; modern.
Arizona, for particulars.
No sick need apply.
Hotel In Wlneloer, Arfg.; Phone 1517-j'OB SALE-Pal- ace
TYPEWRITERS.
and
cold
team heat; hot
modern apartment
water with good FOlt REM
TYPEWRITERS All inaSna, sverheuled and business on business street. Address Palace
nearly new large sleeping porch. Completely furnished. 1124 East Gold. PtroDe 843
repaired. Rlb'oona for very machine. Al- Hotel, P. O. Box 192, Wlnslow, Arix.
Ask for Mr. Wehklng.
buquerque Typewriter Exchange. Pbone 114
12S Rmith
Fnnrth.
For Rent Rooms With Board.

n

1

.

modern
house "with
glassed In porch, cement basement,
furnace heat, fire place, hardwood
floors, fine garage. This is one of
the finest bungalows in' the city. The
owner is leaving town and is anxious
to dispose of It at once. For price and
Five-roo-

Male,

,

71

:

SALE

.

July,-$24.4-

cline of 1
points. Sales amounted
to 415.000 shares.
dllCA(iO PRODVCE.
Issues,
Bonds, including 'Liberty
were firm, but contracted as to operMarket
Chicago, June
ations. Tokio B's gained a point, but
343i41Vic.
Paris 6's yielded a fraction. Total firm. Creamery,
8
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
sales, par value, aggregated $5,850,-00cases. Firsts, 80fi)32e; ordinary
Old United States issues were
incases
firsts, 28 30c; at mark,
unchanged on call.
cluded, 29 31c.
Closing prices:
Potatoes Higher. New, receipts 55
American Beet Sugar
.....n3ai cars;
Texas and Louisiana sacked
American can
Triumphs, $2.10 2.25. Old, recoipts
American Smelting & Refining.
and
12 cars;
Wisconsin, Michigan
98
American Tel. & Tel
bulk, $1.10 1.20; same,
Minnesota,
American Zinc
sacks, $1.301.40.
61
Anaconda Copper
Poultry Alive, unchanged.
84
Atchison
T)a1l!mniA A. fihln
54
KANSAS CITV PROIMTCE.
21
Ruttn

Snnerlnr
California Petroleum

mm iomie
FOK

TOR SALE

l.BOfff 1.55.
months,
Fine staple, $1.80; half
three- - $3,500. i. OX;
blood combing,-$1frame, bath etc.,
$1.40 ((i 1.45;
eighths blood combing.
sleeping porch, fine, shade trees, ce- -.
fine clothing, $1.66 f 1.70 ; fine me
mem block garage, good barn; comdium clothing, $1.651.60.
pletely furnished; 4th. ward.
Pulled
Extra,
ii.xuiuii.tt.i; aa, $2,300.
shingle bungalow,
$1.60(1.70; A supers, $1.601. 65.
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed ' sleeping
porch,
CHICAGO BOARD OK
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,500.
Tnni 7
Shorts in corn
University Heights, modern, firebecame flurried today as a. result of
place.
the disclosures that the market hncl $2,500
adobe, pebble dashed,
become virtually bare or onerings. a
lot 75x142, cement walks,
modern,
The
followed.
of
advance
prices
sharp
cement block coping, 3rd. ward.
close was unsettled, l4c to 2c pet $3,200.
adobe, pebble dashed,
higher, with July $1.37 H to $1.37unmodern, three; good porcnes, large
and August $1.38. Oats finished
cemented cellar, fruit and shade
c lower and provisions
changed to
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
uc.
or
to
lac
with gains
brick', city water, In$1,700
were
corn
market
in
the
Bulges
side toilet,, electrlo lights, new
to
due
declines
liberal
preceded by
floors, newly papered and painted;
Bears
Improved weather conditions.
near shops; easy terms.
noi-further intimidated by asser
were endeavor
tions that industries
tn jirnmnliii,. n snrulus to be for
tified against any shipping prererencn
XmI Estate, Insurance, Loans
which might be given to wheat in the
111 goutb Fourth Street
fresh
harvest tim rush. At the close somenotice of peace gossip acted as
thing Of a weight on values.
LOST.
.Correct anticipation that the government crop report would prove
bearish caused the oats market to be IA.ST
'Small frai pin. I. H. C. Hturn
lciaiiveiy wean.
Journal, office. Reward.
Strength of hog prices gave an up- LOST
On Memorial (lay, a tluo hroaUclttLh
ward slant to provisions. y
cout to tniUtred ault. Ilhtfrnl- reward if reClosing prices:
flOO
turned.
Suih BrwadwBy-.Corn July, $1.37 H; Aug.. $1.38.
Oats July, 67c; Aug., 62
FOUND.
Pork July, $41.70; Sept., $41.00.
J.Rrd
Sept., $24.70.
Owner please Identify, and pay fur this
Ribs July, $22.50; Sept., $22,90.

1.73; fine

PLANS

i

General.

FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
modern
rooms Tor light housekeeping. Phone 1773.
rooms
FOR RENT Very few
for menT
most desirable 4n city; shower bath, sa'tm- v.
M.
C.
Av.
mlng pool, etc.
FOr'rENT 2 rooms-furnis- hed
with glass
water paid, 115.00
modern,
sleeping porch,
National Investment Co., 103 North Third.

IrR

SALE

Liveitock

Ft)R carpenter
WANTED A

phono

lf!iu-.-

l.

stove.

1'honu

1387--

WANTED (loud automobile tire. 32x3
'IV, Journal.
and
WANTED Lace
curtains washed
stretched 35o per -- pair. Phone 1985-want
When
barber
a
BARBER
you
phone
927 or call r,19 East Lewis. Raaore honed.
to help
WANTED Refilled ludy want!
with housework mornings and evenings
for room rent. J. A., care Journal.
WANTED Man and wife tit share fiirniNli-- tnodert
house with two
ed
healthy ladies. 72" New York. Phone 1439-- J
HIGHEST CAW IT PRICE PAID FOR JUNK
JUNK CO..
BY THE SOtTTHWBHTERM
114 WEST LEAD. PHONE 619.
WE ALSO
BUY OLD. AUTOS,
HAVE your mattreas renovated. Special
rates. Juno only, $3 up. Albu- Bummer
qurrqfln Maltresa Co.,, 1011 South Second.
Phono 471.
PIANO TUNING and repairing. All work
J. H.
guaranteed
strictly first-clas- s.
Edwards, with Albuquerque Muslo Co., 311
West Central. Phone 77.
WANT ED Secondhand
men's snd boys'
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunka
Call
1. Chicago Secondand suit caaes.
hand store, 317 South First
WANTED-GO.0- O0
bags. Pay from 2o to to
each. 600 tone scrap Iron. Pay from
lb.
to
Patriotic duty. St. Louie
per
Junk Co., 4S South First street. Phone 871.
STANLEY KOBIELA, tailor, N. T. Armljo
building. Room 29. Corner Central and
Second. Ladfea and gents suits made to order. Cleaning, pressing and repairing. All
work guaranteed,
WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas.
ter photographers.
Twice dally eervlce.
Send
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
your finishing to a reliable, established firm,
A
Hunns
Hanna, master shotographero.
laun-desshousewives
WANTED ltnio
ami
to call ot W. L. Hawkins and purchase ft trial package of J,s Frnnee foundry Tablets for 6 cents. Enough for two
large wnshlngs. This wonderful tablet produces the effect of a, witter softener, dirt
loosener and linen whltener. If is one of
the greatest Inbor savers on tho market.
You simply iliweolve tablet with a half cake
of ordinary laundry soap and eouk clothes
In same; rinse and they are ready for tho
line.
It hurts nothing but dirt. Guaranteed
not to Injure the hands or the finest fabric.
Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or money
cheerfully refunded.

FOR SALE Horse and buggy, 715 East
Street. Phone 1507-China
FOR SALE A few food Poland
work
sowl, bred or open. One good
horse, reasonable. Phone 2412.F3.
HE RIO GRANDE DUROC HOG COMP AN J
of Albuquerque The largest breedere of
pure bred hog In the great eouthwest can
supply your wants. If yon have failed te fTrRKENY-V-moTutomake the pig pay or are Interested in the
scientific raising of hogs for profit In New
Innuire A. R. Morrison. 41 West Oold.
Mexico, we extend a helping hand. Give full FOR RENT Desirable .furnished flats and
details of your situation when writing.
Co.. Third and Oold.
Jiouges. Thaxton
apartFOIRENT Ifwo and three-rooments and sleeping rooms.
Highland
House.
WANTEU Sewing, plain or fancy; children
housekeeping aparta .specialty. Phone 458: fryatal rooms, 223 FOR RENT Furnished Hotel.
ments. Albuquerque
Ill J North
South Second. Mies Watts.

Full

Purnlture.

Furniture. Special prices. Ber-ryhFurniture Co., 124 North Second.
beds"
FOR SA l.E Household
furniture!
rugs, tables, chairs, dressers; enough for
4 rooms.
502 North Second.
SALE

FOR

RENT

Miscellaneous.

JltSES and. Riga to Jeraea Springs; eaeao
rates. S. Carcla, 12nf North Arno.
FOR HENT-Oen- tle
driving horse andTbug-g- y.
Il.oo for 3 hours. Phone 1094. J, at meal
hours.
FOR RENT First-cla- ss
saddle ponies by
the hour or day, no eripplee. No, 1300
North Second.

WANTED

Position.

WANTED Position by
boy; has
wheel. Address H. B., Journal.
WANTED Position
h
ranch manager,
good Irrigator and understands machinery.
Competent. F. M., care Journal.
WANTED Experienced telephone operator
would like charge of private switch board.
Telephone 4'i9, Room 9. Crystal Hotel,
WANTED Work of liny kind, am good at
figures and with pen: also with hammer.
saw and brush. E. O. C. care Journal.

FOR SALE

Poultry and Eggi

t

FOR SALE Brown leghorn and R.
setting
egg prlto strain, Il.oo for U, Robtnsoa. Old
Town, Phone it97.
FOR HALE Entire flock Nuvtijos.
rose"
combed R. 1. Rede. Mrs. L. E. Thomas
717 Esut Hnxeldlne.
FOR BALIS 8. a White
Leghorn baby
chlcke and hatching egga. Bos in. Phone
1760. Oontry'i Poultry Ranch.
FOR SALIi- -, 1.1 loving pu'it.ie uiol ,nn n,-ter- .
Ubod
Thoroughbred
Island reds
tCarver strain). Cull 2233 or 811 North
Eighth.
FOR SALE "Layer and Payer" White Leg.
nnrn oaDy chicks, 118 for 100; 9.S for 60
15 for an,
Tott's Poultry Ranch, P.
bog
107. city; Pmme 1777.
FOR SALE Best 8. C R. I, Red. in New
Mexico. Eggs for hatching. After June 11
Will sell 60 fine breeding hens. Book
order early. C. P. Hay. Ill North High.you!

a

"FORSALEtomobileg.
FOR SALE One 1817 model Hubjk; first-cla- ss
condition, new cord tires, (ill, )o.

Call 1078.

TIME CARDS.

WANTEDDressmaking.

Second.

FOR RENT 3 room upartment nicely furn.
Ished. Bleeping porch and bath; modern;
s
furnished
and
desirable location. 1 West Coal.
FOR SALE Nice home,
good paying business, $4, out, half cash. FOR RENT
apartment, nicely furnBungalow, Jourut office.
ished, close In. ho sick, no children. In.
My residence in Unlvorsltl
FOR BALK
quire Dodaon't Oarage. Phone 190.
PERSONAL.
Sleeping porches, garage, eta FOR RENT Completely furnished modern
Helghti.
four-rooTerms if necessary. Phone 369 or U2S-apartment; garage If desired.
LADY with car will drive parties; reason.
frame house, two No children. Phone 83, iir.West Coal.
FOR SALE Four-rooable rates. Phone luss-j- .
Cent
porches, lots of shade treei, tons barns, THraASHiNOTONT
HEM EMBER your soldier boy; Jinatl photo.
tral.
The finest modern family sport,
all tot
chicken- - houses' and
furnished,
graph enlarged to any sice Up to 18x20; 11,600. Phone 1B14-For well people
he
in
ment
40 North Arno. .
house
stats.
with or without frame.,- Kodak finishing
only. Phone 2013. Apartments furnished
promptly done; mall orders solicited. Call
or partly furnished. J. D. Eakln. Prop.
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
or address: Art Craft Studio, Room No. 7,
A. Armljo Bldg.. P. O. Box '458. phone 767,
From
STOLEN
OR
three
ranch
STRAYBD
'
WANTED
Dwelling!.
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
miles south of Barelaa bridge, one light
d
WANT EU 'fi rent for four, or six months.
or
heifer; hue been
Jersey
FOR SALE Real
sixor
seven. room house,
same
well furnishedAor Information concerning
will be- rewardwu. U, U. Dutvher,. care Well located; sleeping porch snd garage.
No children. R. B , Juurnal.i
v
Morning- Journal,
, ... ,
;
''-'- -"
r.

Estate.

FOR SALE
:

oil

FOR SALE

fiouses.

ATCHISON, TOPER A

SANTA

WAV CO.

IE

AI

Westbound.
Class.
Arrives
Departs.
, . 1:10 pm.
1:30 pm.
The Scout
California Limited ..11:45 am. 12:45 pm.
..10:45 am. 11:16 am.
7, Fargo Fast
9. The Navajo ...... ., 1:31 am. 2:30 am
Sonthbound.
10:11 pm.
801, El Paso Express
S07. El Paso Express . . .
11:46 am.
KnetboaiM.
10. The Scout
7:18 am. 8:05 am.
1:00 sm. 6:40 pm.
Navajo
r3. The
7:00 pm.
California Limited ..
I. Santa Fe Eight. .. 9:5 pin. 10:30 pat.
..
Frant Snath.
110. Kansas City and Chicago, f:60 am.
SOS. Kansas city suq CUIcago,
pisg
J
No.

1.
3.

....

l:0m.

.

M.vj

rvs?iS'tt'U'

:'.5f::ftirtsH

s.

milium

EIGHT
318 WEST CENTRAL

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
AKSOLVTELY
315.

Of one hundred pounds
large pod, tweet
10c
Peas, for this morning, pound
Green and Wax Beans, Sweet Cherries, Berries etc,
are due on No. 10.
A nice lot of fresh Tomatoes and they are some cheaper. Fresh Cucumbers, Summer Squash, Good Head Lettuce. Orange.1?, Apples, Bananas, Grape Fruit, Lemons,
Goose Eerries.
45c
Boulderado Butter due this a. m. pound
V. S. Food

WARD'S

License

STORE

n,

H. WARD
315 Miirblc Avenue.

No.

CohI

Phones

Phone

and South Walter.

576

YRIC THEATETR
TODAY ONLY

MADAME PETROVA
In "DAUGHTER OF DESTINY"
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS FEATURE IN SIX REELS

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL

Matinee, 10c and 5c.

Night, 15c and 5c.

Kansas City Beef. Laiuh.
Pnrk. Veal. Belgian Hare, home
IreiWd thickens, Califs Liver,
Pork Tenderloin.
(ireen Beuns, Peas, Lettuce
Ciieuniliers,

Young

Turnips, I'arrolM, t'anla-loiiH'Iterrlos Cherries,
Oranges, Apples,

s,
s,

'

:

Matteucci, Palladino&Go.
urocenes ana nests
801 W. TIJeras.

Phones

495-49-

i

S

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

INSURANCE

LOCAL ITEMS
Pullmao Cafe.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Pbona 273.
Ray Moore, is seriously ill with
pneumonia tit St. Joseph's sanatorium.
Mrs. W. K. Haird of Santa Fe is
here visiting Mrs. Arthur Baker.
F. T. Forsyth enlisted in the navy
vosterdav as a machinist's, mate and
Tourlit luncbea.

AGENTS"

THROUGH

Y0SEMITE

Rchwentker, local agent for
the Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance
company, has gone for a trip with
other representatives of the company
to Los Angeles, Calif., and through
the Yosemite valley.
The occasion of the trip Is the fiftieth anniversary of the company's
The trip usually Is oforganization.
fered annually to all agents who sell
$100,000 or more of Insurance during
a year. In addition to Mr. Schwent-ke- r,
John R. Gass and his wife have
gone on the trip. Mr. Gass sold $200,-00- 0
in insurance for the company and
In consideration
officials asked that
All exhis wife accompany him.
are
borne
penses
by the company.
The trip this year Is the most extensive yet held. It consists of two
days In convention in Los- Angeles,
y
followed by a
trip through
the Yosemite valley.
fuller New Mexico agents who are
making the trip are W. TX. Stevens
and D. P. Gilmer, both of Roswell.

left for El Paso.
Dr. P. G. Cornish returned yesterday morning from Holbrook, Ariz.,
where he was called on professional
business.
Thomas F. Kelehcr,
Jr., accompanied by Mrs. Kcleher, left yesterday
for Seattle, Wash., where they will
reside in the future.
N.
.Mrs. Arthur Baker, who was operat-

Ti.

ten-da-

M.

for appendicitis at .St. Joseph's
hospital Thursday night, is reported 65 MECHANICS TO
as getting along nicely.
LEAVE FOR TEXAS
W. D. Hitchcock, master mechanic
for the Santa Fe coast lines at Wins-loARMY CAMP TODAY
and Superintendent K. JI. Tuttle
were in Albuquerque
yesterday on
business.
M. T. Murphy, chief clerk to the A.
men
B. Wai hter of the store department of tingent of volunteers and drafted
the mechanical corps of the army,
ihe Santa Fe railroad, and family have for
Fort
for
will
today
gone to Kansas City for a two weeks' Sam leave Albuquerque where
they will
Houston, Tex.,
vacation.
a training
in
time
a
short
spend
Miss Amy McCrary, who was called
to Karwood, Mo., In response to a school preparatory to regular army
telegram announcing the death of her service.
The men are to compose a division
father, Jasper McCrary, returned here
n,m .mini, n
mnlnr trunks.
Thursday night.
Is really a
A meeting of the Vniversity of New They are to attend what
Mexico Alumni association will be held mernanicai scnooi uniu mey
proficient In the mechanical work.
in the Chamber of Commerce buildfrom
According to Information
ing Wednesday night, officers for the armv
more meofficials
many
coming year will be elected.
are needed for this work. The
Hugh Davis, who
returned chanics
officers
say that with increased activfrom El PaBO, where recently
he failed to pass
of motor vehicles in connection
examination for the navy, left last ity
with the army maneuvers, the wear
night for Colorado SpringB, where he
also has Increased and more
has gone for the benefit of his health. and tear
is received at the station,
Miss Selma Anderson, one of the repair work
one of its kind
Second ward teachers, leaves this which is the principal
in the southwest.
morning to attend the University of
California during the summer. She
will return here at the oneninir of
school in the fall and resume her du
MESSAGES
UNDELIVERED
ties ns teacher.
J. Aalonzo Sharp returned last night
from Michigan, where he has been for
a year taking an automobile course in
The following messages and teleone of the largo factories there. Af- grams
remain undelivered at the
ter n brief visit with his parents. Mr. Western Union office because of inand Mrs. C. A. Tharp, 320 South Edith sufficient addresses: Mrs. H. A. Reeve,
Vicente Garcia and Mrs. E. W. Gaug-l6- r
street, he expects to join the army.
Plans for the hike of the Girl
Scouts have been completed.
W S S
Mem-lr- s
of the first division will leave the
FUNERALS.
AND
DEATHS
armory at 7:80 this morning and
members of the second division will
leave at 8 o'clock. Any who have not
Miss loretta Lyncli.'
been notified to leave with the
Funeral services for Miss Loretta
second division.
who died Wednesday, will be
James Boyce, a bollcrmaker, for Lynch,
held at 9 o'clock this morning at the
years connected with the local rail Immaculate
church.
Conception
road shops, and later In Mexico when Father A. M. Mandalarl
to say mass.
he was forced out by the revolution, The cortege will leave Fred Crollott'B
is In the city on a visit to his sister, chapel for the church at 8:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Edward McGuire, and her hus- Burial will be In Calvary cemetery.
band. For the past few weeks Mr.
Boyce has ben In the government
shipbuilding service on the Pacific WANTED
coast, and on his return to the coast
salesladies.
ed
ed on

nei-uui-

Erienc-

Spanish
J, C. Penney Co.

Springer Transfer Go.

For,

?

:.

STORAGE

ffl

T

n

CHARGE

Violators of the traffic erdinance
or those who would be earless motorists hud better mend their ways.
If they still harbor the belief that the
.police department is not in earnest
regarding the enforcement of the law
and the arrest of every person violating the ordinance ,they are in error.
In ))lice court yesterday morning
nineteen motorists paid fines rang,
ing from $5 to S5;V This morning
twenty-fiv- e
will appear in court and
doubtless will meet with the same expensive reception.
Judge W. V. McClcllun said yesterday he intends to giant but little
eniency to those who are arrested
on traffic charges. Yesterday morning he dismissed only four of twenty-thre- e
persons arraigned and these
were farmers who bad just arrived
in the city and tied their horses on
the wrong side of tho street.
"The ordinance is for Albuquerque
people. They have every opportunity,"
the judge said, "to learn the ordinance and If they do not will have
to pay their fines. Ignorance Is no
excuse."
Following is a list of the persons
arrested with tho charges, and fines;
ono of whom, S. YV. Henry, will appeal his case to a higher court:
F. '. Alalouf. one headlight,
$3;
Fred Crollott, parking wrong, $5; M.
Kass, parking wrong, $5; L. Keppler,
parking wrong, $5; Duane Stonier,
crossing viaduct in car, $5; Robert
Elder, exhaust open, $5: George Conk-llexhaust open, $5; It. O. Archulat-ta- ,
exhaust open, '; M. Stein, exhaust
open, $5; L. Sanchez, exhaust open,
$5; if. A. Mason, no tail light, $5; J.
li. Johnson, no tail light, $5; A. B.
Hall, no tail light, $5; Cuylcr Ferguson, no tall light, $5; Charles Kunz,
nu tail light, $f; Mary Craig, no tail
light, $5; O. F. Iirightman, driving
while intoxicated, $55; George
no tall light, $5; Dr. W. V.
George
Dill, turning in block, $5;
l,
Robertson, exhaust open, $5; M.
no tail light, $5; S. W. Henry,
parking wrong, $5; J. A. Garcia, exhaust open, $f; Seigfried Kahn's
S5; Dr. C. A. Eller, no tail
driver
$5; Paul
light, $5; Oakey Clifford,
Enino, exhaust open, $5; M. Guiterrez,
Jacob
Cline, no tall
exhaust open, $5;
light, $5; H. O. Gonzales, exhaust
open, $5; John Apodaca, exhaust open
$5; Raymond Walker, no tall light, $5.
The total fines amount to
Man-del-

YV.

Saturday, 'June

I

'

breast

In
Fbyalrlan. tprcialixinc
and Throat. Aalhma, Bar
Frver, Ctarrhul Ueiifne... Occidental
and (."Id. Ktnldenca
lilt llldic.. Third
office phone
phone
Oateopnthle

UL

cf..

L...L

.Was sh

right

Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

jsrK.

f

,3
j. l
--

R.A.WALSH'S'DRAMA
Let. Us Send a Man

WOMAN

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
42 N. Firs.
Phone 421.

ancfie LA"

B. M. WILLIAMS

fTAGID BY R.A.WALSH

Dentist

DR.

WHAT DID

THE JURY
SAY 7

The eclipse

Stales.

THE

SHOE

C. H. CONNER,

?

$

1054.

SERVICE

PIIONE

796
W. S. S.

$1
suitITcleaned,
Four suit
$1 .25.

pressed

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Delivery. Phone 600.

Weekly News

Also-Pa- the

"

w. o. w.

"noTrAISE IN PRICE FOR THIS
Admission, Adults 10c; Children, 5c
Admission, Adults, 15c, Children, 10c

MATINEE
EVENING

The Woodmen of tho World will
Memorial
hold
annual
their
Services

TIM H OF THK SHOWS

JUNE 9TH

SUNDAY,

;

WONDERFUL PRODUCTION

Memorial

Livery and saddle horses. Trimble's
(
Red Barn.

f

This photoplay is based upon the internationally sensational De Saulles domestic tragedy that shocked not
only the United States but South America as well.

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See You"

DELIVERY

PROMPT

"Now I will be happy
with my little one.'" But
there loomed above her the great
power of the law which the man
had invoked to take from her
her boy.. Desperate? She took
the only course she saw.

GRIMSHAW'S

10
If. 1ST. ST.
tVOKK DONE ELECTRICALLY.

DOZIER

reared. Then she thought:

M. D. D, O.

ILUNCH at

P. MATTEUCCI.

W. 8. 8

W.

Office Stern Building
Phones Office 655. Residence, S2S

STORE

Free Call and Delivery, riiono

1 --

HAY FEVER

.

PARIS

For her child's sake she
had rid herself of her
husband. She did this although it was contrary to
all the teachings and traditions of the aristocracy
in which she had been

CENTRAL-Phon-

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

tK-r- e

jvill

WEST

83

A BO per rent eclipse of the
sun will lie vMble In Alhutpier- que this afterSoon.

about :15 p. in. and will reach
its height nt 4:XO o'clock.
By
3:30 o'clock all traces of the
eclipse will have iinstuil away.
Scicn'isis have claimed ufter
previous eclipses that persons
viewing the phenomena with the
naked eye have been affected by
temporary blindness. In view of
this fact, they have suggested the
use of a smoked glass o observe
the eclipse throughout the l ulled

ALONSO

MARRON
321

90 Per Cent Eclipse
to Be Visible Here

1:00, 2:15, 4:30, 6:15, 8:00, 9:45 P. M.

Any one wishing to donate flowers
advise R.
who will
gladly call for same.

for this Ticcasioii kindly
L. McNeill, Phone 11 18--

B THEATER
TODAY ONLY

Skinner's Grocery

Highest Class
In Every Way

A DOUBLE BILL TODAY

We Are Receiving Some Very Fine Fruits

and Vegetables

BRYANT WASHBURN

Plenty of Red Raspberries and Blackberries
'' We Have a Few Strawberries
Gooseberries, Bananas, Cherries, Pie Cherries

"THE BREAKER"

Imperial Valley Cantaloupes, large size, 15c straight
25c
Medium, two for

FIVE PARTS

IN

Arthur Stringer's Story

Green Beans, Cucumbers, Wax Beans, Tomatoes, New
Beets and Turnips, New Cabbage

.

"VENGEANCE

Barley and Corn Flour
Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas

Washburn-Crosb- y

the Saturday Evening Post.

in

THE WOMAN"

AND
TWO PARTS

United States Food Administration License No.

J. A. Skinner

The first Issue of the Bernalillo
County Farm Bureau News, a paper
which Is published by J. Guy Hamilton, county agricultural agent, for the
benefit of the farmers and agriculturists of the county, made its apThe paper will
pearance yesterday.
he published monthly and will contain
eight pages of farm news and articles
of benefit to the farmers.
The new paper is attractively arranged and contains numerous articles on timely topics of the county.
Through the paper closer
among the farmers will result In that
they are enabled to know what Is going on among their fellow workers.
'

alSSadVeggs.
s

procoi--

Phones

Sequel to THREE WEEKS

ZEENA KEEFE and ALAN HALE
A

SELECTING
Your Summer Shoes!

HOFFMAN-FOl'KSQUAR-

SUPIOIFKATI'RK

K

A Cartoon, 2,000 FEATS UNDER THE SEA
Coming Tuesday and Wednesday "AMERICA IS READY"
ADMISSION

.....5c

ALL DAY.

and 10c

illi8S!ifllliilI!lillli!lillll!iBM

EGGS
GENTRY
HawUna, Skinner, Champion. Con- roy and San Jose Market; 55o dozen.

'

Tory "dEivery
tell
Tour baggag trouble. Phona

S38.

Right now is a splendid time for any man, woman and
child to select their Summer Shoes. Our line of sizes are
complete and the Season's best styles are on exhibition
You can supply your footwear requirements to marked
advantage at this Shoe Store.

AT
rinvcjT
1
uix l 0 Ali

We have proper models for every business and for
every formal and outing occasion. Shoes with style distinction Shoes that fit perfectly Shoes that hold their
shape and give satisfactory service.
Shoes for Men
....$3.25 to $8.00

Bryant's Delivery
SERVICE

FOR QUICK
223 West Copper.
Phono 501.

Wanted

Experienced team
stress to take charge of alter
ation room. Apply at the

'.

Shoes for Women

ECONOMIST.

Shoes for Boys and Girls.
Shoes for Children . . .

W.W.B.
BITTNER HOUSE
Nice clean rooms;
South
First.
SltK
light housekeeping rooms. Phone 221.

Shoes for Babies

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 667
FREE CALL AND DELIVER
BATCH'S OLD STAND

.

Today

"ONE HOUR"

205 South First St.

63

Last Time

FEATURING

the

BEBBER, OPTICIAN
Citizens Bank Blag.

60-61--

TUCATCD

irMT A I

Produced by HARRY RAPF

'

morning after they are laid; 55e.

W.S.S.

--

None

m

army.

ISSUED BY CO. AGENT

.' On sale by loading

"vTie Grim Hand of the Law
takes a babe from a mother

I

DR. H. M. BOWERS

1 and 2, Whiting
Building
ment. Those who have not will find
Phone No. 81.
one
Gold.
Second
the
undemost
and
Corner
of
Albuquerque
w. s. s.
sirable places in which to live, Galusha says. The men who have not seOrders taken Hit service flags.
cured jobs will be furnished fre! Women of American Army, 1!23 West
board and lodging by the city for a Gold Avenue.
long time or will be inducted into the

NEW FARM PAPER IS

'

m

.

c

Persons who wlsb to renew or take
ont membership. In the Red Crow
DOG MUZZLES
ran do so by calling nt Strong's Book
Bring your dogs to J. Korber & Co., Store, O. A. Matson Jt Co., Grlmahaw'i
'inuwles
and have, them ' fitted with
or Mra. Il. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
before they, do any 'damage. ', ; :
the chairman of the Membership com
Aa'
mittee, NO. JSBi-Journal Want
bring

ruU.' '

in-

LAST TIME TODAY
Pictures jtnd Music
House of High-clas- s

And Assistant In Office Work.
Apply GRl'XSFFXD BROS.

tar.

si

m

WANTED
STENOGRAPHER

A

structed his men to continue the registration until virtually
every man
who is addicted to the habit of loafing has btcn "gathered in.'' Then the
real fun will commence.
The men
'
will be again located in order to determine whether they have accepted
the hint and obtained useful employ- Rooms

The board of health's plan ta compel the disuse of glassware by soda
fountains and ice cream parlors did
not find favor with u M. uee, vet
eran confectioner and candy maker
of mote than thirty years of experience. Mr. Fee believed that paper
cups are offensive to patrons of con- fectionaries.
They suggest sputum
cups, he Bald.
"I believe," said Mr. Fee, 'that my
patrons prefer glassware to paper.
Paper cups suggest sputum cups. I
don't wish to convey disagreeable suggestions to my patrons and destroy
their appetite for sodas.
I have been using clean, polished
glassware for the more than sixteen
years that .1 have been in business in
Albuquerque In the way that I have
been. No Information haa come to
me at any time that patronage of my
responsible for the
place has been
Only wholeconveyance of disease.
some ice cream and, drinks are served
there. I shal" continue to run my old
established business In same old way."
W. 8. S.

v

has

Galusha

8, 1918.

S. 8.

SERIOUSLY OBJECTS
TO PAPER CUPS WHEN
GLASSES ARE CLEANER

MAKING PRIZE TRIP

STRONG 11LK., COPPER
AND SECOND.
F.

.

ic-

Loafer -- Campaign
Of Police Is Still
Continuing Work

n,

will be assigned to duty at the Mare
Inland shipyards as a boilermaker.
William J. Graham, who was called
to Washington on business with national officials regurding manganese
ores, passed through the city yesterday on the westbound limited, after
being met at the depot by relatives.
Mr. Graham's mine is located in Arizona, about fifty miles from the nearest railroad station, but he believes
that the price paid now for mang-nese will Justify him and party in
working the mine and hauling the
product to the railroad for shipment.
W. 8. S.
The Siegfried Kahn store offers
some great bargains In the millinery
department in today's Journal. The
store is located at 109 North First
street, and If you are in need of millinery at reul bargain prices call at
this store,

PIIONE

PROMIT SERVICE.
75.

A

Chief of Police

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

HOMER

Meets.

rjn4)'i.f l

atiMM

GEIS $210

N. M.

ALBrQl'ERQVE,

HAVE THE PROMISE

Tonmtocs,

j

And still the police continue the
registration of loafers. Yesterday a
number of men'who have no "visible
CITY
means of support" were registered at
police headquarters in connection;
with the recent "work or fight" order'
of Crowdcr. These men are registered!
as to name, address, ability in some'
Traffic
of
Part
manner of work and any other details!
Every
Virtually
wmcn. may be
to the police
in
Ordinance Included
the in their drive necessary
against loafers in the
future.
Placed ' Against
Thus far no men have been held
Charges
by the police, being released immediMotorists; 25 Appear Today ately after their arrest and registration. Their names, however, are filed.

GUARANTEED.

home-grow-

FID

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

T
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
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2.25 to

9.50

2.00 to

5.50

1.50 to

3.50

.50 to

2.50

At these moderate prices we show the best Shoes
money will buy anywhere.
'
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:

that

today only

5 CENTS

MARIE WALCAMP
'
;;

In "THE' LION'S CLAW"

"THE TAMING OF LUCY?V-3-pa-

V

Featur

rt

"WILD AND. WOOLLY WOMEN"

S
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COMEDY

.

,
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Real estate problems purchases, sales or trade
are easily solved by Journal want ads. Do'it today
W
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